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IA" is both an acronym and a word. As an acronym, it stands for our
Project's name: Vocational Integration with Academics. As a word, it signifies our understand-
ing that this integration is not an end in itself, but rather a means for detracking and restruc-
turing high schools. At its best, the Project demonstrates that both the vocational and the aca-
demic wings of the comprehensive high school have something substantial to bring to the
restructuring table.

Confucius said, "In order to change a society you must change its language first." Words like
vocational conjure up images of the industrial age, of shops, of tracking, of programs for the non-
college bound, and of "other people's children." We use it here to mean the use of tools, tech-
niques, and materials in contextual and experiential learning environments. The word acade-
mic in the American Heritage Dictionary is defined as "relating to studies that are liberal or
classical rather than technical or vocational". We use it here to mean creative intellectual work,
which the VIA Project sought to bring to all students through learning to use their hands and
their minds, and to use both well.
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ne hundred years ago, John Dewey predicted the undemocratic and inefficient result of
separating hand and mind, of cleaving training for narrow occupations from preparation
for citizenship and for further learning. Through the VIA Project we have come to a deep-

er understanding of this predicted result, and of the influences a school must get itself clear of
in order to "cut across" the disciplinary divide.

Integrated studies by its very nature bumps up against the deeply-ingrained high school cul-
ture of fragmented, discipline-based study. Seventy-five years ago the creation of the Carnegie
units of English, history, math, and science gave rise to the current powerful constituencies for
each subject area supported by separate departments, teacher training and certification, pro-
fessional organizations, textbooks, curriculum frameworks, and standards. These supporting
structures give rise to a high school culture characterized by teacher loyalty to discipline and
the subject status hierarchy of the Carnegie "big four" (English, history, math, and science) over
all other endeavors (e.g. art, music, vocational education, and school to work). The evidence of
this hierarchy can be found in, among other things, student transcripts, school schedules,
teaching assignments, and local budget priorities.

Into such a high school structure and culture come the Perkins Applied Technology and
Vocational Education Act of 1990 and the School to Work Opportunities Act of 1994. At the core
of these Acts, codified and writ large, is a call for integrated study that reflects realities of cit-
izenship and of the workplace, as opposed to the artificial fragmentation and segregation of
knowledge and skill. Thus the work of the VIA Project is situated at the interstices between two
worlds: the world of high schools and the world beyond. The structure and culture of the for-
mer remains fundamentally unchanged and has become increasingly anachronistic, while the
latter has seen profound economic and cultural change in families, communities, workplaces, and
technologies.

othing is more emblematic of this growing disparity than high school exit requirements,
which, hand-in-glove with post-secondary entrance requirements, drive the high school
curriculum. These have not changed in seventy-five years. It is significant, and symbol-

ic, that the Carnegie Foundation should be the sponsor of Breaking Ranks , the report of the
National Association of Secondary School Principals [NASSP] which calls for an end to Carnegie
units. This important report, like its predecessor,Prisoners of Time, recognizes that the prob-
lem with the Carnegie units lies not only in its fragmentation of curriculum, but also in its
delivery through a time-based, rather than a performance-based, system. We are all products of
this time-based system: four years of English, three of math, etc. But this system is not a reli-
able indicator of what a student knows and is able to do. This view is supported by the past fif-
teen years of research in cognitive science, as well as by employers, who have little regard for
the predictive validity of the high school diploma.

Schools cannot achieve vocational and academic integration without a deep rethinking of teach-
ing and learning. In doing so, they must struggle with more authentic means of assessment than
the typical, Carnegie unit-based, high school transcript. Schools which are having a truly trans-
formative effect on their students, as a few schools are, must demonstrate these results to par-
ents, community partners, and college admissions officers. Some such schools have worked
closely with admissions officers over years to demonstrate the rigor and predictive validity of
more authentic assessment and documentation.

Our work on the VIA Project comes out of this history, present federal policy, and our experi-
ence and understanding of the structural impediments to the substantial school change required
for significantly improved student performance. It is important to note that we do not make the
case for integrated study in lieu of student achievement in literacy, numeracy, and other essen-
tial academic skills; but rather see the efficacy of creative intellectual development within the
context of real world-related, project-based study. What follows, in this regard, is the work of
one small school.
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his book is the creation of many educators. An attempt to recognize everyone who
played a role in the VIA [Vocational Integration with Academics] Project is not easy, as so many
people contributed in so many ways.

We thank first the students of the Rindge School of Technical Arts and of the Cambridge Rindge
and Latin School. They are the pioneers who first ventured through this curricula, and whose
energy, critical eye, and sense of contrivance helped to make it more real and more vital. This
book was created for them, and for their successors in Cambridge and in other communities.

Funding for this work came from the National Demonstration Program of the Office of Vocational
and Adult Education of the U.S. Department of Education. We thank, in particular, our program
officer Pariece Wilkins, whose patience, support, and good humor helped to carry us through the
inevitable snags and hurdles of a project of this size.

VIA was a project of the Hands and Minds Collaborative, a joint venture of Rindge and the Center
for Law and Education. Paul Weckstein, co-director of the Center, is the tireless advocate and
architect of federal policy regarding the integration of vocational and academic education.

Mary Lou McGrath, Superintendent of the Cambridge Public Schools, launched us with a charge
to "turn it upside down and inside out", and always encouraged and supported us as we endeav-
ored to do so.

Pat Murphy, Deputy Superintendent of the Cambridge Public Schools, helped us negotiate our
way through institutional mazes with his caring style, wit, and humanism.

David Kale, of the Cambridge Schools Financial Management Office, gave us hours of assistance
with both the big and little financial picture.

Adria Steinberg, Academic Coordinator of the Rindge School of Technical Arts, is, more than
anyone, the brains and drive behind this effort. As co-director of the VIA Project, she employed
her uncanny ability to find the root of a problem, and a laser-like focus that leads us all to its
solution.

Tamara Berman is, with Adria, the principal author of this book. She brings the rare blend of a
teacher who both does it and describes it well.
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David Stephen, teacher and artist, designed the layout of this book. His creative gifts are evi-
dent here and in his work as the principal force behind City Works, our best known program.

Rob Riordan, Language Arts Coordinator K-12 for the Cambridge Schools, taught us how to bring
the humanities to vocational education and how to bring vocational education to the humanities.
His seasoned emphasis on students' "writing to learn" is a guiding light that deepens our under-
standing and our practice.

This book contains selected exemplars written by David Stephen, Manny Goncalves, Greg Zaff,
Tamara Berman, Vinny Finn, Francesca Binisecchi, Tony Russo, John Shea, and Roy Carter,
Serafim da Cunha, Maria Ferri, Phyllis Bretholtz, Chris Hal lice, Li li Allen, and Adria Steinberg.
VIA Project Team participants include Larry Aaronson, Martha Bedrosian, Jorge Cardoso, Roy
Carter, Bernie Cullen, Jim Delena, Brad Derocher, Phil Dussault, Riley Hart, Tom Hsu, Hollington
Lee, Linda Lipkin, Tom Lividoti, Peter Kastner, Frank McCarthy, Nadine Nelson, Albert Newton,
Al Stowell, Bill Tobin, John Urbahn, Julie Ann Villa, and Rosalie Williams.

The photographs for this book were taken of students involved in VIA projects and courses dur-
ing the 1995-1996 school year. Primary photographs were taken by Jethro Rice and Phyllis
Bretholz, with additional contributions by Tamara Berman, Maria Ferri, and John Shea.

We benefit from the very special talents of outsiders that an academic community like Cambridge
affords: Tom Hsu of the Cambridge Physics Outlet, Margaret Vickers of TERC, and Cheryl
Almeida and Bruce Astrein [documentation and evaluation].

Larry Rosenstock
Co-Director
15 February 1997
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n September 1990, a little over 100 years after its 1888 founding as the second public
vocational high school in the United States, the Rindge School of Technical Arts (RSTA) under-
took a major restructuring effort. The school's veteran faculty, new executive director, and new
academic coordinator, operating with the full support of the superintendent of the Cambridge
Public Schools, set out to "turn the [vocational] program upside down and inside out."

The goal was to create a challenging core academic program that would be integrated with tradi-
tional technical shop programs that were isolated and autonomous. Toward this end, newly-
established team meeting periods were built into both vocational and academic teachers' daily
schedules, creating significant blocks of collaborative time.

Underlying this structural change was an assumption that set this effort apart from many efforts
to reform schools. Instead of relying on packaged materials or training programs, the Rindge
reform initiative relied on design teams of teachers. As academic coordinator, Adria Steinberg,
put it: "We knew if we wanted a program where students become smarter, we had to create one
which called upon teachers to be smart." No longer operating in isolation, vocational and acad-
emic teachers for the first time began to explore together the possibilities inherent in taking a
more collaborative and integrated approach to educating young people.
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The VIA- FrojocA:

n early 1994, RSTA became one of eleven programs nationally to receive a grant from the
U.S. Department of Education to develop new ways to integrate vocational and academic learning.
The resulting Vocational Integration with Academics Project (VIA) of RSTA and the Cambridge
Public Schools set about its now federally-mandated integration work framed by two central
assumptions: 1) Combining vocational and academic methodologies, content and skills results
in more powerful learning than either vocational or academic courses taught in isolation from
one another. 2) When learning in the school connects with the needs and resources of the out-
side community, students' motivation and interest in learning dramatically increases and their
future options broaden.

The first year of VIA began with the establishment of four multi-disciplinary design teams of
teachers, each corresponding to a broad career pathIndustrial Technologies and Engineering;
Business and Entrepreneurship; Health and Human Services; and Arts and Communications.
The main goal of Year 1 was to create innovative projects that would integrate academic and voca-
tional methods and content. These projects would become the building blocks for modifying
existing courses, for developing new courses, and eventually for creating career paths that
would offer students opportunities to enter internships through which they could reinforce and
extend classroom learning and contribute to the revitalization of their community.
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rawing on lessons learned in the first several years of reform at Rindge, the VIA co-direc-
tors and staff agreed on five overall principles of academic and vocational integration.
These became the framework within which the design teams went about their work of
creating VIA projects and curriculum units.

1. In an into ffatcd and avtlicnfic Icarnin cnvironrvIcnt it is difficult to toll whothcr
to coftin5._ is an 'acadcmic classroom' or a 'vocational chop."

2.. School work re-volve,c around proicctc that rcccrviblc mai world problcmC and
-asks. Such proiccfc:

aricc from a mai mood
timc, arc of+cn 'roccq, hard to dcfinc/colvc

arc multidicciplinari and multicraft
rcvirc invcctiFtion
boncfit from collaboration
rcvirc appropriate took and +cc hnoloAicc
rovirc a fan5iblc result or end product

5. Stvolcnts on5.aF in corm/mill and workplace loarnin5_ projoctc. Thccc miht
inch/do communitli dcvolopmcnt proicc+C in which slvdcnts act as czncultanTc
on cztvirvivniiii issues as vvc11 ac job chadowtr or rotations at work-CH-cc.

4. Students rcflcct on and connoct what thci arc Icarnin5_ and doin45,_ in school with
what thel arc Icarmin5_ and doin5_ outside,

5. Proicctc culminate in presentations to real avolionccc vvhocc mctvibcrc have a Flivin
in&y- oci- and a mat cfakr, in what students arc cloin5.,

orking within this framework and within the structure of design teams, teachers devel-
oped 24 curricular projects during this first year. These ranged in scope from 3-4 week
units within a larger course to plans for whole new courses and programs.
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he goals of the second year of VIA were to identify and articulate an emerging list of
workable strategies for academic-vocational integration, to apply the work begun in the first year
specifically to those strategies, and to refine and combine VIA curriculum products into a concise
and workable model of integration that other high schools around the country might choose to
replicate.
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he seven Best Practices Strategies for Academic-Vocational Integration that follow form
the cornerstone of the VIA Project's work on integration. These strategies shape the orga-
nization of this manual, with appropriate VIA curriculum examples used as illustrators
for each strategy.

6-mat& now ptcw-t-based c-ovrce-c arc IOC% ac-adcwic, and 100%
5-1-vdritc dov&lop kilowlocip and habifc of mind, social Skills, and work

clispocitionc that arc, c-cce.rtial for furthr loarnin5.,

CityWorks: Combines key characteristics of vocational programs a pro-
ject approach, apprentice-master relationships, and real clientswith the
broader content and essential skills of academic education, with a particu-
lar emphasis on communicating ideas in written and oral form, as well as
through two and three-dimensional modeling. Working in teams with acad-
emic and vocational teacher-leaders, students identify unmet community
needs and then produce projects for presentation to selected community rep-
resentatives.

Trans form oxicFinr czursoc and .1-c-linic-al/prodvc-fion aaiviticc throvAli c.ombinin5_ an
infix -fed, ini-rdicc-iplinarii approx.-1i and a 'mal world' focus. Sfivdcnfic bocztvi
pro vcrc of knowlc.dc, both in and ovt of c..lacc.

Street Kids Around the World: Integrates science with humanities,
bringing an architectural design, building and engineering focus to the tra-
ditional social studies classroom. Students study the problems and effects
of child homelessness, and design, build and test prototypes of inexpensive
temporary shelter for homeless people.

Transform traditional chops to cli-t-crc of -1-ex-hviolom-base.c1 pro joc:1-s, prodvc--1-c, and

wvic-cc.

IMAGE Center: Transforms the old-fashioned "print shop" into an up-to-
date Image Center. Students use computer-based technology to create images
that customers need to promote their products or services, including cus-
tomized logos for stationery, tee shirts, newsletters, and banners.
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Gorobino -Vhc Gar hin of proce,durcc (thc 'hovvc)
print-iploc undorliin5_ The,ce, proc.r.dvms (+he,

Tech Ed: Brings construction, energy and transportation projects and
technologies directly from the vocational shops into the Tech Ed science lab
where students are able to engage in hands-on learning of key science
principles.

Gonne,c--1- c-ovrccvvoric mom-cc and pic-colc.

Cambridge Service Corps: Human relations government and economics are
investigated through a combination of classroom study and extensive commu-
nity-based work. Working in partnership with a wide array of public, non-
profit, and private sector representatives, students design and carry out their
own community initiative, after participating in a community needs assess-
ment and developing a shared vision for their collective community.

Irriw-atiom 5-t-ratm

(-mato opportvnifie,c for in-FGnciv'G forms of work -baccd Icarnin5.,

RSTA Internship Program: Students spend half of their junior or senior year
in an internship placement, learning skills that help prepare them for the inde-
pendent learning environment of college, as well as for the workplace. The pro-
grams include a concrete context for learning (the workplace); a reflective context
for learning (the integrative seminar); relationships with adult mentors; action-
based projects that link the seminar, the workplace and academic disciplines; and
public presentations and exhibitions of student work.

Inv° c-f-ucloni-c in dvlopin5_ inclop&nole,nt projce-i-c That have lacfin5_ valve- boliond

c-laccroorr and cAltrinai-6 in an acce-Cgooni- ovi-cido

Senior Project: This is a culminating experience where upper-level students,
working under the guidance of teacher-advisors from a wide array of disciplines,
and community mentors, undertake a significant piece of independent work.
Successful projects build upon students' previous work in integrated content
exploration, presentation and community building activities.
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We cannot eliminate the academic subjects themselves, nor can we do away with
the occupations and trades. Even if we do not like the structures for knowledge cre-
ation that shape both practical and theoretical knowledge in the adult world, we
have to live with them. The best thing curriculum developers can do is to ensure
that the school subjects are not presented as independent and inert constellations of
knowledge, but rather as richly interdependent ways of making sense of the world."

!n

Margaret Vickers, Working to Learn Project

A DRIVE FOR AUTHENTICITY
Creating New Project-Based Courses
That Are 100% Academic and 100%
Vocational

17



o do well in school, students
have to learn to answer questions and carry
out assignments made by the teacher, and to
come up with correct responses on tests.
Doing well in life requires an entirely dif-
ferent set of skillsplanning, organizing,
finding information, working with others,
testing out ideas and trying again. By the
time students leave high school, it is impor-
tant that they have learned how to carry out
complex, multi-step projects.
Unfortunately, schools do little to foster
this knowledge.

"Students need an apprenticeship in pro-
ject-doing," is the way VIA co-director,
Adria Steinberg explains it. The first inte-
gration strategy is thus to create new pro-
ject-based courses where freshmen and
sophomores become adept at doing projects
developing and contributing their own
skills as they address real problems outside
the classroom walls.

Project-based courses, formed from cur-
riculum frameworks that incorporate acade-
mic and vocational knowledge, skills and
dispositions, offer the greatest chance for
authenticity. Because it is within an inte-
grated environment of project-based, hands-
on, and intellectual labor that much of the
work occurring in the "real world" (outside
of schools) takes place, it becomes increas-
ingly essential that we replicate these
efforts in the classroom.

If we want our students to take the work of
learning seriously, we must show them that
there are adults on the outside, actually
doing similar work, who take the students'
work seriously. One way to achieve this is
to create learning environments that are not

bound and separated by the artificially
imposed lines of academic versus vocation-
al disciplines.

New hybrid, academic-vocational, project-
based courses allow teachers to bring a

much higher level of workplace authentici-
ty to students. The very look and feel of
such courses is essentially much more
"real." Student productivity and invest-
ment in "real-world" work is always
greater than that given to artificially-cre-
ated "school-world" work (which often
tends to be either exclusively academic or
vocational). In fact, the very notion that
either discipline could operate on its own,
without the other, would seem to insure its
inauthenticity since in the real world the
two are rarely separated.

hybrid, project-based course
anchors both the freshman and the
sophomore years in RSTA.

City Works (freshman year) and Pathways
(sophomore year) offer abundant opportu-
nities for invention and creativity, team-
work, time and resource management, prob-
lem-solving, and public presentation. They
also offer gateways to student empower-
ment, as students become much more aware
of and responsible for their own learning,
and as they see themselves as contributors
and producers, not just consumers.
City Works and Pathways provide an action
lab setting for doing project work. When
project work occurs in other classes, stu-
dents often are not given the time and sup-
port to do them well. In City Works and
Pathways, the project drives the curriculum
and students can count on coaching and
support from both teachers and community
partners.

18
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he City Works program at the Rindge
School of Technical Arts allows
ninth grade students to spend a

portion of each school day actively engaged
in investigating the industries, neighbor-
hoods, systems, people, needs and
resources that comprise their urban com-
munity. Working on individual and group
projects, they bring aspects of the commu-
nity into the classroom by creating numer-
ous "artifacts" three dimensional maps
and models, photographic essays,
brochures, video tapes and oral histories.
These projects extend into the study of
humanities, as students read and discuss
texts related to their investigations and
write about their experiences and ideas.

Several features make this program unusu-
al. First, CityWorks combines key charac-
teristics of vocational programs a project
approach, apprentice-master relationships
and real clients with the broader content
and essential skills of academic education.
Projects involve "hands-on" work, like
making a wall-sized map of the city and
wiring it to light up selected landmarks.
At the same time, students engage in prob-
lem-solving, like deciding where on the
map to locate a new teen center that would
attract youth from all ethnic and racial
communities of the city.

Secondly, CityWorks is taught in a space
designed for collaborative project work.
Looking for an alternative to both shops and
classrooms, we borrowed the notion of "stu-
dios" from design schools. There is an open
area at one end of the room for large-group
activities such as demonstrations and exhi-

bitions, but most of the room is subdivided
into studios where teachers work on pro-
jects with small groups of students. This
arrangement gives participants the flexi-
bility to team up, or borrow tools as the pro-
ject necessitates.

Thirdly, community representatives are
invited to help create a context for students'
efforts. Staff members from city agencies
and programs identify unmet community
needs that students might address and also
serve as an authentic audience for students'
finished products and presentations.

mately
affect

n overall goal of CityWorks is to
help students understand their
community and its needs, and ulti-
to see themselves as people who can
that community and create new

opportunities for themselves and others who
live or work there. Through the lens of com-
munity development, students arrive at a
very different and more positive vision of
what it means to be a vocational student.
The point is not just to make things, learn
some skills and get a job, but rather to
become thinkers and solvers of problems,
who work well together in teams and commu-
nicate well with various audiences.

Because many students entering Rindge are
reluctant writers, emphasis is also placed
on giving them new ways to relate to the task
of writing. The approach is two-pronged:
"Write it down" and "Write it up." Students
learn the habit and value of reflection and
thinking on paper through keeping journals
and work logs (write it down) and they also

I9



learn what's involved in preparing their
writings for public presentation (write it
up). The work logs students keep in
City Works can also be brought to a related
humanities class if they want to "write up"
any of the entries in more finished form for
either exhibition or inclusion in a final
portfolio.

Many students also enter high school
already phobic about mathematics. "I'm not
good at math" is a frequently heard com-
ment. City Works includes a number of math
applications that are challenging and engag-

ing for studentsand entirely different from
the textbook math they have come to reject.
From an early project of constructing their
own portfolio to later model-building pro-
jects, students learn the value of precise
measurements and build their facility with
decimals and fractions. The process of
designing and constructing scale models of
proposed buildings and services in the city
involves students in using ratios and pro-
portion. Students learn that their difficul-
ties with such topics in math class can be
overcome in the process of using the skills
on a project that matters to them.

Worktr. W4 with
Rands and Minds:

CityWorks Skills

1. Prob foto So I*,
The ability to thYnk through and test out alternative

tant in school and in the workplace.
solutions to a problem is impor-

2. Work* as a foam.
A good Kam works together to combine each player's skills to

mance. Team members show each other mutual respect.

3. Gommvnic-all%
Being able to nmmunicate ideas and information

is essential in the workplace. Information can be

insure a good perfor-

to fellow workers and employers
communicated in many different

ways such as: writing, drawing, interviewing, and presentation.

#. Knewiv . aSee-c-fe of an inck
Production skills are only part of what is involved in industry.

nical skills, it's important to understand about planning,
labor, and community issues.

In addition to tech-
management, finance, safety,

57 (151 ma-fh on fhe job.
Doing careful and accurate work in any industry requires an understanding of mea-

surement systems and basic math.

6. Known 1/16 commvniiiii< mourc6c- and n6ds'.
As students and workers in the community, it is important to know about the city's

neighborhoods, residents, and industries, what they can offer, and what you can offer
them.

7. Prodvc.-IrK_ hl h tvali-fi 1 work.
Working Yare lly to produce high quality work lets you take pride in what you have

done. Keeping accurate portfolio records of the work you do allows a teacher or employ-
er to see first hand the skills which you have developed.

BEST COPY AVAIIIABLE
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Gib' Worfcc:
Course Summary

The CityWorks year is organized around the following large thematic modules:

1. Itands and Minds
An introduction to important communication, technical and academic
mic skills needed for the workplace.

2. WakAbov+ C-ambridAp
An investigation of rhe neighborhood surrounding the high school.

3. Tun Visions for C.-anibridp
The creation of new buildings and services to be located in the city, based on
a student-produced assessment of community needs.

4. Puffin 1+ All TOrthr/Porffolio 1Z.&i&pvirransifionS
Assemble and review of final portfolio including student resume and
samples of best process work. Forge early "preview" connection
between work in CityWorks and what will follow in the next year's
Pathways and Tech Ed courses.

C. -vrric.v tyro Outlime,
Within these modules, students cycle
through ten broad curriculum units:

itaViolS Minds

1. Worki% WGII Acc a 1-&avi
(1 Wks)

Cooperative Learning Activities and
team building games which include group
process skill building and an orienteering
activity that takes place on school grounds.

2.. 1.-carnt_ Problovl Skilk

New Tool or Utensil Design Project in
which students follow a step-by-step
process to create new designs for either a
tool or utensil of their choice. Students can
build a model of their designs using model-
ing clay or cardboard. They will prepare
short written presentations about their
product design.

176H-folio Makin. kc-fivifti
(2. Wr.k.$)

Students design and build their own
portfolios using cardboard, decorative
paper and other media. They then create a
portfolio entry, which chronicles how they
made their portfolio and includes diagrams,
photos, and a written description of the
design/build process. Students meet with
their "portfolio advisors" to discuss the
purpose of their portfolios and the
expectations about them.

5. Frocivc-t_ d2valifti Work-
Wce-tc..)

Studio Ownership Project in which stu-
dents customize their studios through
painting, building, and decorating activities
(i.e. painting tables, making studio num-
ber signs, designing group logos and identi-
ties, making rule signs, etc. . .). Students
can also bring in things from home to
make the studio feel more "homey". At
the end of the week each group will hold an
"open house" in their studio for the rest of
the group to see. Students will also com-
plete a journal entry about the experience.



4. Knowing... Gorrrvivnif Kocovv-c-os and

Nc-cdc (5-6 Wook-0

Walk About Cambridge serves as an
introduction to community development and
needs assessment. Visitors from the
Community Development Office present
basic development practices and introduce
community development themes such
as: housing; transportation; social ser-
vices;
ment;
ation;

the environment; business; employ-
new development; parks andrecre-

tourism; etc. . Broader questions are
introduced such as: Who can afford to
live in Cambridge? Why do so many new
immigrants come to Cambridge? Does
Cambridge
University?
go? What

benefit from having Harvard
Why do businesses come and

are the city's greatest needs?
Studio groups choose a theme, and then
select a building or site to visit where
they can collect first-hand information
about that theme, through observations,
interviews, and video documentation. Their
work culminates in the development of a
presentation board summarizing their find-
ings.

5. Gambrid Prccen+ and firturc
Viciolic (5 Wce.k.c)

Students work individually to build
scale models of existing or new landmarks
which relate to Cambridge and to at least one
of the Community Development themes
introduced in the last unit. If they prefer
they may develop ideas (and models) for a

new business or service to be located in
Cambridge.

Te,&n Visions for C.-anibricl

6. Gormunifti Dcv IoPmonfi Projc.:t-
( 1 0 14/c-c-k.$)

Each year, the staff and students pick a
different focus for the community develop-
ment project. The goal is to identify a pro-
ject that relates to existing community orga-

nizations and initiatives. Thus one year
the project was to help a tourism agency
plan for a Cambridge heritage museum; in
several other years, the community devel-
opment project focused on different neigh-
borhoods of the city in the throes of revital-
ization and redevelopment efforts. The
projects involve a mixture of simulation
(e.g. designs for and models of new build-
ings) and products with an immediate use
(e.g. tee shirts and brochures).

7. 6.-orotvivnifi ExhibHion

(2 Wc.c4c.0
At the end of each of the community

development projects, the students prepare
a formal presentation of their work to a

panel of experts, including the director of
community development for the city, local
school board and city council members,
staff from city agencies, architects, design-
ers, and community activists. The panel
responds to the work, asking students ques-
tions about what they have done and offering
suggestions as to how to move forward with
the effort. In the evening, the school hosts
an exhibition of the students' work for fam-
ily and friends. Both of these audiences are
vitally important, helping to "up the ante"
on quality.

Firtfin§, It kit "ropthe,r

S. Pori-I-06c (5 Wc-c*.c)

Students complete course and self-eval-
uations, compile portfolios, resumes and
statements of purpose in preparation for
next year's work in the Pathways course.

9. Oltiropic-c Pv-oj&c.:4 (5 Wook-c)

Students devise Egg Drop and Egg Crash con-
tainers for a competitive event. A "budgeting" sys-
tem awards students a limited amount of City Works
Dollars from which they can rent eggs (you-break-
it, you-buy-it) as well as buy materials for their
test and final designs. The notion of limited
resources for development requires students to
bring a level of "real world" practicality to the
exercise, along with the expected measure of prob-
lem solving skill and creativity.
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10. re,<-11 Ed and/or Garccr
Wce-fcc)

Working with students and teachers
from these two 10th grade core RSTA cours-
es, City Works students are briefly intro-
duced to the standards and methods of the
courses while completing a small group
project. (See details on Pathways and Tech
Ed in later sections of this book).

it

Svppork Iccve-c:
Work. pociff

Yearns, 51-vclio &irour avid

Gorvirmmi-hi Koprocovrtafivoc

04.1 ityWorks has been a course over four
years in the making. Much of its evo-
lutionary process has been a direct

result of initiatives undertaken in the
weekly design team meetings of vocational
and academic teachers (who are the group
leaders/instructors of the course), RSTA's
Curriculum Coordinator, and the City Works
Program Director. Creating a time and place
for these teachers to do the actual work of
integration is vital to the success of the pro-
gram. Because these meetings are such an
integral part of the City Works program,
time is built into each participating
teacher's school day schedule to allow the
weekly development meetings to take place
during school hours.

Another important feature of the City Works
program is its low student-teacher ratios.
While a section of City Works might average
as many as thirty-two students, as many as
four adults will be assigned to work with
those students in studio groups of no more
than eight students per teacher. These
ratios are possible because Larry
Rosenstock, the Executive Director of RSTA,
made the decision early on to shut down the
old model of delivering vocational education
to freshmen via shop exploratories. Instead
of spending several periods each day in the
isolation of their own shops, with different
students rotating through every few weeks,
teachers now work together in City Works,
forming relationships with students for the
whole year.

The necessity of moving away from a large
class atmosphere into more intimate studio
"teams" or "groups" cannot be underscored
enough in relation to City Works' success.
City Works is after all, a course that has
been specifically designed to emulate actu-
al working environments, where small
"teams" of professionals are involved in
tackling problems and inventing solutions
together. The development of teamwork
skills, a greater sense of responsibility for
project outcomes, and the pride, ownership
and investment that come with membership
in a City Works studio, are some of the pay-
offs of this small-group learning model.

The physical space where the course is
taught also reflects work settings in which
small teams work together with the tools
they need to do the job well. Ideally, small
studio spaces should be available as perma-
nent work environments for the teams. Team
members should be encouraged to take own-
ership of their space, organizing and deco-
rating it in a way that is agreed upon by the
group. The idea that the studio is a work
space for team projects should be empha-
sized. Additional large-group exhibition
space is also needed where teams can dis-
play and present their work to each other
and to members of the outside community.

final key feature of City Works suc-
cess is the interest and involvement
of business and community develop-

ment professionals in the students' work
and the program as a whole. Project advi-
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sors and evaluators from throughout the
city of Cambridge are regular visitors to the
City Works studios. These professionals
discuss community needs with students,
offer guidance on the creation of their com-
munity development project ideas, and
serve on evaluation committees when pro-
jects are presented at community-wide
exhibitions each spring. These outside
professionals bring a necessary "realism"
to the work being undertaken by the stu-
dents, making the City Works experience a
much more authentic one than that which
takes place within the more traditional high
school classroom setting. In fact, the strong
community link has even made it possible
for some particularly strong student pro-
jects relating to tourism to find their way
into the packets of handouts given by the
tourist board to the thousands of visitors
who come to the city of Cambridge every
year.

0-f-hor 4P1

C-ourcoc Povlopool
Um;lor VIA-:

Faliwaiic: Job Shadowing...

pathways is a year-long core course
requirement for 10th grade students
at the Rindge School of Technical

Arts. The community development focus of
the ninth grade shifts somewhat to a more
career-focused curriculum in the 10th
grade. Like City Works, the course empha-
sizes real world projects and connections,
and it reinforces the skills of project-doing
and on-site investigation. This time howev-
er, work issues, rather than community
needs provide the context for the learning.

We created the Pathways program for our
tenth graders in order to help them discov-
er more about their own interests, and how

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

these interests might connect to careers.
The pathways program is designed to
address the needs of urban youth for more
work-centered, and hence more motivating
learning experiences. Pathways is about
helping students feel purposeful and pow-
erful. By offering an experiential curricu-
lum through which each student explores
the world of work and expresses his/her
own talents, Pathways enables students to
carve their own path and to discover mean-
ing in their learning.

Pa-thvvatis Program:

Rotates students through work-
place experiences (job shadows)
that give meaning and focus to
their classroom learning.

Teaches students how to obtain
reliable and relevant career infor-
mation.

Connects students with adults who
can help them learn about work, its
relation to schooling, and the
skills different careers require.

Engages students in classroom pro-
jects that call upon them to relate
academic skills to demands of the
workplace.

Involves students in reflecting on
the value and meaning of work in
their lives.

athways offers students two distinct
but complementary methods of learn-
ing: school experiences in which stu-

dents develop and use academic skills to
carry out classroom projects that simulate
career demands; and job shadows in which
individual students carry out research on
particular careers and then shadow individ-
uals in those careers in the Boston area.

The program is divided into four curricular
units or pathways: Business &

Entrepreneurship, Industrial Technology &
Engineering, Health & Human Services, and
Arts & Communications. Within each of

24
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these specific pathways, classroom lesson
plans combine with workplace visits to pro-
vide students with a context for learning
skills and exploring careers.

Individual Pathways students visit a mini-
mum of four workplaces one each during
their study of the four topic area pathways.
Each quarter of the year, students hear from
a panel of adults from the workplaces offer-
ing shadowing opportunities that term. They
then select the workplaces that sound inter-
esting to them, and spend three or four
hours at the site in the company of an adult
who works there. Whenever possible,
Pathways places
students in stimu-
lating workplace
environments, such
as an emergency
room at the Brigham
and Women's
Hospital, the cock-
pit of a US Air DC-
10, and the trading
floor of the Boston
Stock Exchange.
Although each job
shadow only lasts
for about 3 hours, it
becomes the focal
point of a great
many other activi-
ties.

Al

o prepare for their shadowing experi-
ences, students do preliminary
research about the types of careee(s)

that they will observe (they usually make
use of the career resource center in the
school, or the public library next door).
Based on this information, they come up
with a list of questions to ask at the site.
Before going out, students have to verify the
appointment through a phone call to the
work site, have their parents approve a

transportation plan (students go on their
own to the job shadow) and get permission
from teachers to miss their classes for the
day. After the shadow, students are expect-
ed to write a thank you note and, combining
the earlier research with what they learned
on site, to prepare a job shadow report.

The four individual job shadows are supple-
mented by at least one group field trip per
pathway. This group visit is meant to
change the dynamic of the students' expo-
sures so that they also have an opportunity
to learn and to share as a team a collabo-
rative process intended to mirror an
approach to learning and training that is
becoming more popular in the work world.

These out-of-school experiences are com-
plimented by project-based work which
takes place in the classroom. For example,
students visiting Smith Barney did a study
of the interrelationship among stocks,

bonds and interest
rates which they
presented to their
classmates, while
students shadowing
a Cambridge Police
Officer enacted a
mock trial requir-
ing them to speak
publicly, wrestle
with their concepts
of guilt and inno-
cence, and apply
principles of law

.47

An xatviplc of a Faiiivvalic Giacc

17}Tje,c,-1-, Graf fait/
oscinc-cc 4, Etlfrefmnovrchp and 'AT-1c

Gomnivnic-ationc Paffilva 110

tudents conduct research on crafts
fairs and develop a business plan to
present to school administrators for

permission to host a crafts fair in the school
building. Upon approval, they do outreach
to local artists, design the booth spaces, and
handle all logistical arrangements. They
then do a promotional/marketing campaign,
culminating in early December with the
fair. They determine profits/losses and
analyze the success of their venture.
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51-vdort- Voic.oc about Faiiivvaiic:
I personally think that Pathways is a great pro-

gram for kids who are thinking about their futures. I think this
because when you go on a job shadow you start to think about
whether or not that job is something you would like to do in your
future. At the beginning of the school year the only thing I liked
about Pathways was job shadowing, but now I feel that the in-class
work has helped me improve some of my skills. For example,
using the Mac Lab has helped me improve my typing skills.
Writing journal entries and summaries of newspaper articles
helped improve my reading and writing skills. Also, following
instructions and giving directions is something I learned to do
well that will be helpful to me in the future.

Sandra doAlamo, Pathways student
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"I started the
year thinking it
was my mission to
bring humanities
into vocational
education. Now I
believe we must
bring vocational
methodologies
into the humani-
ties "

Rob Riordan,
Language Arts
Coordinator

or
A

STUDENTS AS PRODUCERS

OF KNOWLEDGE:
Transform Existing Courses and
Technical/Production Activities
through an Integrated Approach and
Real World Focus.
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n strategy #2, our approach is to
take the goal of making school work more
authentic and apply it to existing academic
courses within the high school. In doing
this, we are very clearly recognizing the
use, strength, value, and importance of the
academic disciplines. However, we know
that in order to improve schools, we must do
more than simply create a few new courses.
We must simultaneously move to transform
those courses that are already in place.

In most academic courses, students have tra-
ditionally been passive consumers of sub-
ject matter knowledge. That is, students are
offered a time-honored "menu" of informa-
tion from which they choose to "ingest" some
or all of what is offered, possibly to be used
and applied in some way, at a later date. In
most vocational courses students have tradi-
tionally played a more active role, learning
and applying new skills, usually in the
process of constructing or producing some-

thing specific. However, the skills are often
narrowly defined and the products of limit-
ed use.

hen vocational methodologies aref brought to the academic class-
.' V room, the possibility for training

students to be active producers (as well as
consumers) of knowledge is great. This inte-
grated classroom is one in which, by its very
nature, the teacher does not know exactly
what is going to happen. The integrated
classroom gives students an opportunity to
act as educational "co-constructors," pur-
suing academic learning in the context of
identifying and solving problems that are
real and that matter in the world outside of
school. We are aware that students may not
cover as much academic content, but, in the
process of doing projects, they will uncover
and discover important aspects of the disci-
pline, as well as learn important problem-
solving and thinking skills.



A

Global amd ftwam 5-t-udioc:
Lihkah Picc,iplivioc avid Mc-t-hocic

t the comprehensive Cambridge, Massachusetts high school that the Rindge School of
Technical Arts (RSTA) is a part of, all ninth grade students take a year of World History
or Global Studies. In RSTA we offer a humanities course called Global and Human

Studies that meets the World History requirement.

While the integration of English and Social Studies curricula has been widely and successfully
achieved at many high schools, it is rare to find integration between social studies and the other
academic disciplines (i.e. science and math), or between social studies and vocational studies.
The goal of Global and Human Studies is to maintain rigorous academic standards related to the
high school's requirements in World History and English, while engaging students in projects
that are multi-disciplinary.

&710bal avid i-t-Yrnam Stvoh&c:

Course Summary and Outline

Global and Human Studies explores people: the ways in which they interact and
divide themselves into groups and larger nations; the conflicts and tensions that
arise out of those groupings; and the resolutions, solutions and outcomes that are
achieved through mediation and diplomacy as a means to end (or avoid) conflict.

fit ve.c-horiS fraro

1. Wha-1- dons nflan +o k. human?
Wherein the generic "human being" is defined.

2. Whi do humans ovp the-rvisolvoc?
A look at important human behaviors.

3. What am -lino sfmn he and danprc of 5roups?
A look at the result of human behaviors.

4 What is a nation?
Wherein the generic "nation" is defined.

S. Now can individuals maintain fiheir own ac me,ilit,Y-S of

Arovpc and nations?
'`A focus on the importance and meaning of individuality and iden-
tity in different cultures.
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hese questions are woven through
eight interconnected but flexible
curriculum units (see below).

Depending on the interests of the students in
the class, the teacher selects four or five of
these units and encourages students to help
her develop other ones, as long as they speak
to the essential questions of the course.

Selection of units for study is based largely
on student/teacher interest, and on current
world issues. For example, during the
1994/95 Ebola virus outbreak in Africa,
student interest in a "disease unit" was par-
ticularly high. This interest was grown in
part from student exposure to an avalanche
of graphic television news and print stories,
the release of two major Hollywood feature
films and several best-selling non-fiction
books.

The compelling outside factors cited had the
effect of making our work in the classroom
on the "disease unit" more real to the stu-
dents. Teacher flexibility in regard to con-
tent coverage was a key point in making this
unit a success. In essence, the teacher had
to be willing to accept the notion that in a
class where students are expected to be
active producers of knowledge, those stu-
dents must be free, to some extent, to deter-
mine the direction of course content cover-
age.

As the Ebola outbreak progressed, students
did indeed become co-producers of the very
knowledge and information contained within
the unit. It is partly due to their research
efforts in fact, that the extraordinarily
timely contents of the unit were able to be
compiled with great efficiency and com-
pleteness.

vni-tc

for &itobal and t-turvlan 5-1-vdicc

aro:

1. Ico lafion and Povolorioni- of flio
Individual
A study of humans raised in isolation,

or outside of civilization, and a look at the
shared and individual characteristics of
human beings. Similarities and differences
between humans and other animals are also
explored.'

2.. 15o5raphi, Avtobio5raphii and
6.-hart-c
Stories told and recorded about our-

selves, our development and our identities.
Work on this unit leads to the creation of a
professional-quality resume that is includ-
ed in all RSTA student work portfolios.

5. Imm iption/Mi$rafiion
Societal movements and cultural

exchanges are explored National, ethnic,
and racial self-identification, and the
effects of movement on identity are
also focused on.

Piccacc and Milian Ke,lafionchipc
A look at the physical effects of group-

ing on human beings and the social/psycho-
logical implications of disease-based isola-
tion, plagues, superstition, folk medicine
and other "cures" are studied, as are the
developments in science and technology that
have led to new methods for identifying and
treating disease.

S. 5-fre-M- Kick, &ianA.c and 1-tonn&le-ccnc-Sc
A study of the effects of economics and

poverty, racism and prejudice, disease and
substance abuse, and violence and war (in
particular) on children in our society.
Specifically, we look at why and how chil-
dren throughout the ages and throughout
time have been made homeless. We also
address questions about an individual's and
society's responsibility to the homeless
population.
6. Tho ftifilcr You l h Movcroon+ in Nazi

&Icrnianti
Using a "case study" approach, themes

of national identity, (youth) power and
responsibility are explored through the
lens of aberrant group behavior.

While the other curriculum units rotate from year to year, this particular unit
is always included as the opening segment of Global and Human Studies. It is

essentially the foundation piece upon which the rest of the course is built.
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7. Ke,liion, 5c.icnc-c,
and l'ovvic
Students consider long-standing rival-

ries between scientists and theologians over
the origins of man and the universe.
Current arguments about the place of reli-
gion in public schools are debated, and the
overall effects of technological and scientif-
ic development on religious thought are
explored.

S. E-c-onomic. 5licte411c
Students compare world economic theory

and practice against a background of the
modern global economy. A specific empha-
sis is placed on the role of media and adver-
tising in the consumer-oriented society.
Also, such headline-grabbing issues as the
illegal immigrant workforce, welfare
reform, minimum wage and workplace stan-
dards, etc. . . are explored.

Jr
cal

&lotial am)/

t-twavi 5-1-udioc:

tion
n order to create students who are pro-
ducers of knowledge, it is necessary for
schoolwork to have some kind of techni-
or production focus. Clearly, in an aca-

demic classroom, we are not talking about a
curriculum of hammering nails or rewiring
electrical sockets (although these activities
might actually be included as part of a pro-
ject being completed for an academic class).
The emphasis on production in an academic
class should be thought of as something that
means a new product will result from the
process of learning. It means learning is
active, and the student is no longer simply a
storage vessel for the teacher's knowledge.
The expectation is that students will bring
something new (and valuable) to the learn-
ing equation.

Operating within this model, it becomes
quite natural (and necessary even) to cross
the artificially imposed barriers that exist
both within the academic disciplines, and

31

between the academic and vocational areas.
An example of the authentic and sponta-
neous way that this kind of integration
occurs can be found in the "Street Kids"
unit that is part of the Global and Human
Studies curriculum:

ailed Street Kids Around the World
and the Biology of Homelessness, the
unit engages students in a study of

homelessness an issue and topic that is
familiar to anyone living in an urban envi-
ronment. The academic disciplines are
made immediately more "hands-on" through
a culminating project that requires students
to design, draw and build a prototype of an
inexpensive, temporary shelter for home-
less people in Cambridge. Elements of
architectural design, engineering, city
planning, cost analysis, (and yes), hammer-
ing nails are all brought to the fore in the
completion of this one project. Social/psy-
chological concerns related to the housing
of homeless people are also explored, as are
government policies and zoning laws.

Students begin the twelve week unit by
exploring their personal feelings about
homelessness. They then move through sev-
eral case studies of street kids from the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,



exploring the social and economic landscape
of this problem in the past. Finally, they
take on the cases of street children in mod-
ern times, in various countries throughout
the world.

A strong science current runs through the
entire "Street Kids" unit. For example,
while students are reading Dickens' Oliver
Twist and watching documentaries about
homeless children in India, they are also
exploring the effects of homelessness on
both mind and body, with a close investiga-
tion of health care issues related to home-
less people, and children in particular.
Bodily systems and sanitation are dis-
cussed, as is the physiological impact of
adverse climactic conditions, improper nutri-
tion and substance abuse on children.

Students also complete research and writing
projects meant to raise public awareness
about the problems of street children around
the world. Interviews done with youth work-
ers and street kids themselves may wind up as
part of a student-written article for the local
paper. Photo essays may be mounted for exhi-
bition at the high school or even at City Hall.
Letters are written to state representatives.
Organizing is done to bring more volunteers
to work in homeless shelters, after research
has been completed to both locate such shel-
ters and find out what their needs are.

The purpose of the Street Kids unit, and, more
broadly, the Global and Human Studies
course, is to teach students how to use the
resources, tools and knowledge available in
academic and vocational disciplines, so they
can produce solutions to problems that they
themselves uncover through their study. By
not limiting inclusion of "outside" disci-
plines, we enable students to realize this
purpose in a much more authentic and power-
ful way.

Support* Issues:

Ma k-415_ H- Work.

Gornplirvionfarli C-urric.ulvnic, Ti"--an

Flarm*,_ and Tac-iiivi5 Povble,
15Toc,k6, and Glaccroorn

Acrran5crvivri-

ost teachers today are themselves
products of the very same compart-
mentalized systems of education

that we are trying to transform. They have
been trained and certified as either English,
social studies, math or science teachers, or
they have specific expertise in one of the
vocational trades or the fine arts.
Occasionally teachers have duel certifica-
tion or professional training in an area that
is seen as complimentary to their primary
certification area. Mostly these two-for-one
certifications seem to wed either math with
science or English with social studies. In
general, however, math teachers teach math
and English teachers teach English, and car-
pentry teachers teach carpentryperiod!

Given this state of affairs, it becomes very
difficult for one teacher alone to teach an
integrated course like Global and Human
Studies. The biology component itself is
enough to overwhelm most social studies
teachers. And the reverse is also true. Few
biology teachers would relish the chance to
explore say, nineteenth century socio-eco-
nomic theory. And then there is the techni-
cal/production piece. In several of the
course's units, students undertake signifi-
cant design and construction projects. It is
simply not feasible for a single academic
teacher to handle these curriculum require-
ments alone. A team approach must be
taken.
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The first order of business for the team, is
to identify who the key players are and what
essential skills will be addressed through
their work in the classroom. In RSTA, the
ninth grade team of teachers is composed of
members from each of the academic disci-
plines, the City Works director and the pro-
gram's curriculum coordinator. Our
coursework skill requirements are very
much related to the City Works skills (see
previous chapter on City Works), as
City Works forms the centerpiece of the
RSTA ninth grade program.

ithin this landscape, much of the
work in the RSTA ninth grade aca-
demic classes is oriented in a way

that is complimentary to that in all the
other classes. During team meetings, each
teacher is made very much aware of what is
being taught by other members of the team,
and curriculum decisions are made that
enable students to "pick up" on topics that
are being covered in all of their other class-
es. Integration happens between the class-
rooms, not just within a single classroom.

For example, students studying what it
means to be human in Global Studies, may be
reading Mary Shelly's Frankenstein in the
Humanities class while simultaneously
studying animal classification in science,
and completing a statistical analysis of
world population data in math. Students
regularly make connections between their
work in the various classrooms, and mem-
bers of the team act as support personnel for
each other, particularly in the area of cur-
riculum development.

The support engendered from the use of
complimentary curricula cannot be under-
estimated in the success of a course like
Global and Human Studies. Because the cur-
riculum is so wide-reaching and compre-
hensive, in and of itself, it is absolutely
essential that students have a chance to view
from another angle, and debrief, their social
studies work in progress, while they are
completing work for their other courses. In
effect, all of the academic classes in partic-
ular, act as support pieces for each other.

The piece of integration that happens with-
in the Global Studies classroom itself is
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best achieved through team-teaching.
Currently in RSTA, the Global Studies team
is made up of a dual-certified
English/social studies teacher, and a Math-
certified teacher with a strong English and
social studies background.

Team teaching with faculty members from
different disciplines would seem a fairly
obvious way to insure that some form of
integration is taking place within the class-
room. However, unless the teaching team
creates an actual combined and integrated
curriculum, it may be that classroom time is
simply divided into an English and a math
segment, with teachers taking turns (tag-
team teaching) rather than actually inte-
grating work. To this end, curriculum-
planning time must be built into the team-
teachers' schedules.

Another important factor in the success of
the Global and Human Studies course is it's
double-block time period. Because English
and Social studies are combined for credit
in this course, each class meeting is double
in length. Two single blocks are scheduled
to create one double-long block of time,
rather than two separate shorter time
blocks. These long blocks are essential for
completing the project work that is such an
integral part of the course. We view these
long blocks in much the same way that larg-
er blocks of time have traditionally been
granted to the vocational classes with their
project focus. Clearly, we cannot conduct
project-oriented academic classes without a
similar commitment to allowing students
the in-class time necessary for completing
their work.

final note about the integrated, pro-
ject-oriented, academic classroom
relates to its physical layout. In the

Global and Human Studies classroom, all of
the individual high school student desks
have been replaced by (student-construct-
ed) work tables similar to those found in
many lower-grade elementary school class-
rooms (where, incidentally, students tend to
spend much of their day actively involved in
"project work"). The work tables in our
room are light and easily moved to accommo-
date a variety of work needs. They may be
joined together to form a large conference
table, separated and placed throughout the
room to allow for small team project work,



organized end-to-end in a large half-rec-
tangle facing a single front-of-the-room
presenter, or laid out in some variation of
traditional classroom rows.

All of these furniture plans are utilized
throughout the year, depending on the class'
needs on a given day. What is so appealing
and necessary about the tables is that they
do not inhibit students from working on
large-scale projects, due to lack of space, as
the individual student desks ordinarily do.
The tables also promote a team feeling
among the students, creating within the
room an atmosphere of collegiality among all
the working members of the class.
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Tirylc of Our Iive,S procivc,-tionc

he outcomes realized by bringing a problem-based and production focus to academic
coursework can sometimes be achieved by bringing an academic focus (and hence credit)
to an existing school production activity (which may be extracurricular). Times of Our

lives Productions is an example of such a strategy.

School yearbooks are often a collection of photographs with, at most, short captions written by
graduating seniors. Compilation of these books is generally left to an after-school group of
interested class members, led by a faculty advisor. Because of its after school status, and its
lack of academic focus, school credit is typically not awarded for production work completed by
student members of the yearbook staff.

Times of Our Lives Productions grew from a recognition of the enormous learning potential avail-
able from involvement in school yearbook production activities. The full-year course calls upon
students to develop and use skills relating to journalism, art, photography, historiography, per-
sonnel management, marketing, sales, advertising, and finance, in the production of an accurate
pictorial and written record of their years in high school.
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he yearbook project incorporates
accounts of events that took place
within the school, the local communi-

ty and around the world, during the stu-
dents' high school years. Through their
project-work, students gain an understand-
ing of how a historical record is compiled,
designed, printed, preserved and presented
to a wide audience. Students also gain an
understanding of how a small business
operates, as Time of Our Lives Productions
functions as a commercial, profit-making
enterprise. The course offers a hands-on
approach to establishing and running a

business that produces a viable, salable
product, and returns a profit on the initial
investment.

As the product (the school yearbook) moves
through its various stages of production,
students gain exposure to several aspects of
print-journalism, graphic arts, and com-
mercial printing and photographic careers.
The set-up, layout, and manufacture of the
product requires the use of many computer-
related skills. These include both the oper-
ation of computer hardware, and the imple-
mentation of a variety of desktop publish-
ing/printing software programs. Students
are also exposed to the financial aspects of
running a small business, including fund-
ing, identifying markets, creating and sell-
ing advertising, collecting money, keeping
accounts and drawing up balance sheets.

In terms of academic accountability, work in
this course meets the requirements for work
standards set in several disciplines:

Journalism and wrifin5_

valifti for Eil5lich dcpartme,n+

ManaFmn-f- ac-fivific,c on +tic financ-ial
cidc of -filo onficrPricc valifli for

buSinc,cc d&part-mc-n-1- cx-c-dif.

Kr..-carc-li and hic-forio
valifii for Social

cfvelic.c dcfartmcni-

Flio+o5rapil and prin.lin5_
valifti for art- dcparfmcni- c-rodi-1-.
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ne of the underlying strengths of the
Times of Our Lives course is that it
so naturally incorporates an inte-

grated approach to production that authen-
tically mirrors approaches taken in the out-
side, professional world.

Students participating in the course are
provided a learning situation that offers
them exposure to a wide variety of career-
related skills related to and including:

- c-opirrifim5_

- dociy and prinfir15_
- five,co-Hin5_
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5raphic. arfc
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- bucivie,cc manarvicri-
- book. kog)ivi5._

Upon completion of the course, students
have produced a meaningful pictorial and
written record of the academic, athletic,
and social experiences acquired through
four years of participation in the high
school and the community. This record
is made available to the high school and
the city of Cambridge, and can be placed
on file for historical purposes as well as
for use as reference and resource mater-
ial. It serves as part of a communication
link between the high school and the
wider community, and offers a service to
advertisers within the community who
wish to convey their own message to the
public.
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If the USA is a nation of immigrants,
and if immigration provides a critical the-
matic lens for viewing American history,
then bilingual students are ideally situat-
ed, not only to pursue that study, but also to
contribute to it. For they are living now the
quintessential American experience: the
promise of a new world, the sense of longing
for what has been left behind.

As they capture their own
stories on video, students learn history by
doing history. Their explorations of per-.
sonal experience lead them to broad under-
standings of US history, as well as to the
realization that they are not alone, and that
their experience is a truly American expe-
rience.

Lenore Prueser, Bilingual
Coordinator

Jkcollaboration between an ESL
teacher, a graphic design teacher and
a video technician, the U.S.

Immigration Through Video project is
designed to engage ESL History students in
artistically expressing their visions of
their native cultures, through the medium of
video. The end-product of the project is a
series of videos highlighting the different
cultures within the student group. These
videos air on a local cable television chan-
nel.

The Immigration Through Video project
serves as one unit in a thematically-taught
ESL U.S. History Class.' Producing video is
a powerful way for students to both process
what they are learning and to express their
feelings and opinions about what they are
learning. Like any non-traditional class-
room activity, video can
with different learning
them a new medium

encourage students
styles, by giving

through which to

explore and express themselves creatively.
Using video also creates a "real" audience,
allowing for more authentic and perfor-
mance-based student. assessment. Drawing
the community of Cambridge Cable viewers
into the classrooin encourages students to
take pride in their work because they are
sharing it with a genuine audience.

Video can be a classroom "leveler." With a
heterogeneous group of students, video pro-
duction is an activity to which all students
can contribute and at which all students can
succeed. Video production allows and
requires a range and a variety of skills, for
students of all levels and learning styles.
Video production is also important because
it allows and requires students to take indi-
vidual responsibility while simultaneously
requiring students to work as a team toward
a common goal.

n most interdisciplinary English-Social
Studies classes, students are asked to
perform only academic tasks, most of

which involve reading and writing. By

incorporating video into an academic
a broader range of students have
opportunities to express their ideas

class,
more

while
simultaneously practicing new technical
skills.

Students involved in the Immigration
Through Video project learn a full range of
video production skills, such as planning a
program, pre-production, shooting, editing
and reviewing their work. Students are able
to explore creative ideas through the use of

2 Interested students from the graphic design teacher's class par
ticipate in the project as part of their work in Graphic Arts.
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new technology, and can demonstrate in both
an academic and a technical way, that they
have mastered the course content.

Students from a non-ESL graphic design
class, as well as students from within the
ESL class, work in teams, learning to oper-
ate professional-grade video cameras, and
then taping U.S. History class sessions on
immigration. In addition to these class ses-
sions, student video crews tape interviews
with individual students who tell the sto-
ries of their own immigration experiences.
Students from the ESL class also visit the
school's graphic design studio to help create
the graphic design materials (based on the
immigrant students' cultural artifacts), that
are used for the video series. Finally, under
the direction of a professional video techni-
cian, students from the ESL History and
Graphic Design Groups, work to turn their
videos into a television series for the local
cable television channel.
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While the benefits of incorporating video
production work into a traditional academic
class have already been discussed, the
added benefits of integrating ESL students
with their English-speaking peers, in a

work setting, cannot be overlooked.
Traditionally, students from these two
groups have been isolated from each other,
both physically and socially. Classes for
the two groups often meet in different parts
of the school building, and there is little
opportunity for genuine interaction. It
would appear, that if we are to create truly
integrated schools, then cultural integra-
tion must be fostered along both the voca-
tional-academic path and the human one.
The U.S. Immigration Through Video
Production project helps us achieve this
level of full integration.



Gvl-1'vre avid Pociv:
Dream house for a ProaW

he Rindge School of Technical Arts' Culture and Design course grew out of an architectur-
al design teacher's recognition of the potential classroom benefit that could be gleaned
from his students' widely varied cultural backgrounds. One purpose of the course is to

he p students understand how designers' individual cultural identities influence the buildings
they design. Through detailed examination of building technologies, choices of building and
finish materials, design relationships between indoor and outdoor space, the size and type of
spaces provided for in buildings, the general aesthetics of buildings, uses of color, etc. . . , stu-
dents begin to understand that design does not happen in a vacuum. It is heavily influenced by
factors such as prevailing social and cultural traditions, available technology and materials, cli-
mate and topography, practical building usage, and contemporary notions of what is aesthetical-
ly beautiful.

The students in Culture and Design study themselves and their own cultural backgrounds as a
means to understanding the many cultural factors that influence and help shape the designs they
create. They also explore the history and traditions of architectural design throughout the
world, looking at finished buildings against the background of cultural traditions and technolo-
gies of the people who created and built the structures. In essence, Culture and Design students
undertake an in-depth study of architectural design through a social/cultural lens.

Tlhc. Gv1-1-tir& and Pe,ciyi c-ovrco is or nizz.el

around fiv& decl t facA-orc:

1. rradifion and A-&cflivtic-c
Students discuss human needs and collective value systems, and historical
standards of beauty in the built environment.

Z. Sfruc-fwal Mafe,rial
Students explore physics and engineering concepts related to how buildings stand
up and fall down. Also, indigenous materials and technologies used in building
construction, and comparisons between buildings and the human body (structural
analysis) are explored.

3. Shol-f&r
Students focus on the ways shelter protects us from the elements, comparing
building types in various climate zones, and evaluating strategies for energy
efficient design in traditional architecture.

4. C-Icnien-l-c of Cliood g-tovci pc,ci
The "do's and don'ts" of efficient layout and circulation are discussed, along with
ideas about public and private domains, the effects of color, light and texture on
design, and traditional and modern influences in design.

5. The Pcs n Proc,c,cc
Students explore the notion of drawing as a language. They also cover such concrete
skill areas as concept development, schematic design, building design models, and
project presentation.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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he course begins with a brief
overview of the above-listed design
factors. Then, after choosing a par-

ticular culture on which to focus, students
create a "culture collage" in which they
combine Xeroxed and drawn visual images
with words, in order to paint a picture of
their chosen culture. Information is gath-
ered about, traditional values, daily life,
climate and terrain, structural and materi-
al technology, existing architecture, indi-
vidual and community identity, standard of
living, and local use of color. The collage
work is combined with a broad historical
exploration which focuses on how the built
environment has been influenced by all of
these elements within distinct periods of
architectural history.

Next, students get into some of the nuts and
bolts (literally) of what it takes to put a
building together. They review some basic
principles about the forces of structure, the
components of a building, and the use of
building materials as they relate to culture,
climate, and technological development.
Hands-on exercises which employ the use of
straws, cardboard and other simple materi-
als are utilized to illustrate the principles
of force. The development of modern build-
ing materials and structural systems are
also discussed. Climactic influences are
introduced within the context of the earth's
three main climate zones: hot and dry; hot
and humid; and cold and we.t. Examples of
building types throughout the world are
used to illustrate the effect that climate has
on the form a building takes.
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inally, students learn about the
design process which will enable them

_1- to take a design idea and move it from
the initial concept stage, through schematic
and design development, to final presenta-
tion. The various phases of this process are
introduced, modeled, and practiced by the
students before they begin to design their
own "dream" houses.

Each student locates their dream house in a
particular area of the world, of their own
choosing. This might be the country which
they, or their family is from, or simply a
culture they have an interest in. Their
dream house designs should show that they
have developed an integrated understanding
of the cultural, climactic, and technical fac-
tors that would influence the builders of a
house constructed in their chosen part of
the world. For those who have a particular
interest in architectural history, houses
may be designed to fit within a chosen his-
torical period as well.
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"The beauty of the
shop experience for
many students is
that it's kinetic, it's
real, and it's of the
adult world."

Larry Rosenstock,

4.

BUILDING
TRANSFERABLE SKILLS
Transforming Traditional Shops into
Integrated Centers of Technology-
Based Projects, Products, and Services



ocational education has suf-
fered in the past because of its occupation-
al specificity and narrowly-defined "shop"
environment, and because the occupations
that it has trained students for requiied
little or no education beyond high school.
State competency requirements for training
in the vocational areas led teachers to
define their roles in terms of moving stu-
dents through a discrete series of technical
tasks. Most students graduating from such
programs never spent even one day working

in the trade area for which they had been
trained. Consequently, the long-term bene-
fit of the skills acquired during years spent
working in the school shops was question-
able at best.

Since the passage of the Carl Perkins Act,
the emphasis has shifted. Vocational cur-
ricula are now to include knowledge of and
experience in all aspects of an industry.
The intent of this legislation is for students
to learn transferable skills that are neces-
sary for success in both work and academic
worlds. This has been a difficult transition
for many vocational programs. VIA Strategy
3 builds on the strengths of vocational pro-
grams while also transforming vocational
shops into centers for technology-based
projects, products and services.

The alc of 5-1-ra-1-6 5 aro threefold:
1. To allow qtvolenfc 1-o spend time (3,0dt/el-iell in fhe, Shops, whe-ther or no-l- thctl
will over 50 'fb work. in the chop's cpeeific, frade area.

By turning shops into broad-based production centers, students can be taught useful
problem-solving skills that will serve them in a wide range of occupations. In addi-
tion, students actively engaged in "real" production activities will tend to view their
efforts in the shop as useful to them in the long term, rather than simply as vocation-
al training for its own sake.

2.. TO rede,finc the trades in ieehnoloAieallii appropriate broader) wat1S, ac a
*atom for feaehin5_ -transferable

In making school shop work more suited to the modern workplace it becomes necessary
to explore the wider uses of current shop technologies. The thinking. work, and skills
used in the shop must be made transferable to both the academic and the other trade
areas.

3. 75 coniertvalize vocational vvork wil-hov+ frainin5_ silk:lees for speeifie ocevpafionS.

As a means of addressing current rapid shifts in occupations and technology, shops
must become places where the trades are presented within the wider frame of project-
work itself. That is, trade-related work must be placed into a context of production or
project-oriented work in general, rather than set aside as part of a narrow skill that
is prone to rapid obsolescence.

In recognizing these goals, one overall object stands out: Vocational shops must be
made to produce useful products, through whose production, competent and creative
student thinkers and producers can be born.

MST Can AVAEAMIS 4 2
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In the traditional Print Shop, vocational
students learned how to set type, design
a page, develop film, strip a negative,

make an offset plate, run a small press,
choose, cut, load and print paper. They also
printed cards and envelopes. They punched,
stitched, stapled and glued, and made use of
certain hand and power tools. Occasionally
the printing teacher branched out and
taught photo silk-screening. The shop pro-
duced record forms and stationary for the
school, and if time was available, students
made pads with their names on them.

These skills prepared students for entry-
level jobs in the printing trade. However,
the majority of the students never again

made use of these skills. In contrast,
RSTA's Image Center is focused on helping
students to develop technological and
design skills that will be useful to them in
further learning and in whatever careers
they enter. In today's complex world, it is a
tremendous benefit to know how to present
ideas powerfully, using a range of tools and
technologies.

1
n RSTA's Image Center, students learn
the new digital technologies and design
processes involved in image production

today. In the process, they also master tra-
ditional tools and processes, such as silk-
screening and book-binding. In their time
in the Image Center, students engage both
in individual and group projects. For indi-
vidual projects, students are encouraged to
relate their image-making abilities to other
school courses and activities. For example,
one student may design a cover for a histo-
ry research report and bind it in a special
way. Another student may create an origi-
nal computer illustration for a story that
was written in English class. Still another
student may be creating a three dimension-
al graphic image for a calculus assignment
or an illustration for science.

E-xample,s of ivrt.5.1,a+c-ci rup

1. The Importance of Dolor in Our Lives
Graphics History Language Arts Mathematics Building Trades Science Art History

An exploration into the uses and effects of color. The history of paints, technological
revolutions in the paint and dye industries, scientific and mathematical principles
related to color and the chemical compounds found in paints and dye, the general sub-
ject of color, and related advertising and marketing principles connected to its use, are
all pieces of this integrated curriculum unit.

2.. Visions of FOwe,r and 9abili-I-1 in &tovernmerrt and Our Lives
Graphics History Language Arts Mathematics Architecture Building Trades
Science Art History

By examining the pervasive use of classical and neoclassical motifs in government
buildings, domestic buildings in the United States, and the former colonies of various
nations, teachers and students discover the constantly recurring themes of power, per-
ceived power, oppression and liberation that these motifs have come to represent.
Students draw, build models, paint and complete a computer-morphing project related
to an important existing monument or government building. National symbols and mot-
tos are also examined.

A variety of models and projects related to several disciplines result from work com-
pleted in these two units alone. Curriculum proposals for other integrated Image
Center units are regularly developed.'

See U.S. Immigration Through Video Production
project detailed in chapter two of this manual. 43



Opoyi Lab

Mockl
jfn addition to specific course offerings,
the Image Center is open on a drop-in
(space-available) basis for use by all

school students and faculty. Essentially,
the Image Center is always in session.
Students are free to come in and apply their
graphics skills to projects from other class-
es. Humanities, math and science teachers
make use of the center, developing projects
of mutual interest to students in a variety of
disciplines. Ideally, this is a lab where
student and teacher ideas can be pulled
together to form interactive proposals, pro-
jects, products, solutions, etc. . .

Along these lines have come the develop-
ment of Graphics Study Project Proposals,
where students assigned to study hall may
arrange to work on specifically outlined
graphics' projects during unscheduled
time-blocks. Also in place are posted pro-
ject ideas meant to encourage the creation
and implementation of integrated curricu-
lum units by teachers outside of the graph-
ic area. Outreach work is done by the Image
Center teacher-director, to forge connec-
tions with other academic teachers, as a way
of encouraging integration.

Support- Issues:
Makingr hL Work_ 91-affir15,

Eviprvivii- and 5upp hoc,

Otri-mac,11 Workchopc

En order to create an Image Center that
operates at full speed, a variety of
issues must be addressed. The first of

these deals with staffing. Specifically, the
center requires two separate staff member
positions in order to function at peek capac-
ity:

1. The Teacher/Director is a competent
teacher, well versed not only in the techni-
cal aspects of imaging (computers, computer
peripherals, production tools, multimedia
tools, and art tools), but also one who can
reach out, understand and make connections
with staff members
of the school (i.e.
health, art, music,

in the other disciplines
science, math, history,
drama, literature, lan-

guages, etc. . .). An imaging lab with
resources, but lacking a person with inte-
grated vision, will likely not be terribly
effective at bridging the gap between disci-
plines.

2. The Technician/Monitor is a staff mem-
ber assigned to the Image Center, who has a
particular expertise in solving equipment
problems and keeping equipment in top
running order. This person's primary task
is to manage equipment issues so that the
teacher's time can be spent on creative
problem solving and graphics production.
The Technician/Monitor's duties may also
include providing interested students with
equipment repair and maintenance instruc-
tion.

Assuming this level of staffing is
available, it should be possible to
keep the Image Center open for stu-

dent and teacher use during the full school
day, and even well into the after-school
hours. In relation to scheduling, it should
be noted that any time conflicting staff
schedules require the Image Center's doors
to be locked, student production work is
effectively halted. Appropriate monitoring
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staff must be available and present whenev-
er students are working because of the
expensive and potentially dangerous nature
of the tools and equipment contained with-
in the center.

Ample and well maintained equipment and
supplies are of course vital to the success
of the Image Center program. The center's
needs however require that in maintaining
adequate materials' levels, the center's
suppliers take into account those teachers
and students who will use the center while
not being formally scheduled into a class
there. Supplies may become quickly
depleted if these additional users are not
counted when materials and supplies are
ordered. And, while it might appear that
formally-scheduled graphics students
ought to be counted first in being assigned
to use the most "choice" materials, in actu-
ality, all materials and equipment in the
Image Center are meant to be shared, on an
equal basis, by everyone who elects to work
there.

4 5

ikfinal point necessary for creating an
interdisciplinary Image Center
relates to the outreach work to be

undertaken by the center's main Teacher-
Director. At the very least, a series of
workshops outlining the center's uses and
potential, for outside teachers unfamiliar
with its offerings, is required. Beyond this,
curriculum meetings with teachers from a
variety of disciplines (both academic and
technical) will help ensure the widest pos-
sible usage of the center's resources.

Most teachers outside of the graphics area
will need some help in imagining and creat-
ing integrated units or projects that "fit"
with graphics. Fortunately, in addition to
the Image Center's outreach person, graph-
ics' students who use the center on a regu-
lar basis can play an enormously valuable
role in devising integrated projects. Indeed,
the very process of "brainstorming" to envi-
sion such projects is a highly productive
learning activity.



°Thor 5-1-ratom 45 Frojoc,-t-c 17ovolopoci

Uncior VIA-:

T
he RSTA electronics' shop operates
as a fully-functioning "Technology
Center." Under the direction of an

electronics' teacher and a science profes-
sional, students participating in electronic
shop programs explore a wide range of pro-
ject activities meant to simulate real-world,
technologically-based problems. For exam-
ple, the "Weather Station" offers students
an opportunity to act as actual meteorolo-
gists as they collect weather-related data
and predict atmospheric conditions.

In this project, students construct and oper-
ate a professional-grade weather station.
An antennae constructed and set up by stu-
dents on the roof of the school building,
picks up signals from weather satellites
that are relayed to the station's computer's
(loaded with appropriate weather-tracking
software). Students collect weather data
(i.e. outside and inside temperatures, wind

direction, wind chill, etc. . .) from the sys-
tem on a daily basis. This data is then ana-
lyzed by the student meteorologists as they
produce their weather newsletters.

In order to become more knowledgeable
about weather-related topics, Weather
Station students view videos and complete
science lab experiments related to climate
and atmospheric phenomena. Using what
they have learned, and their collected data,
students produce a newsletter of weather
facts and information for elementary school
children.

he inclusion of an outside "audi-
ence" and the elementary school
"clients" in the Weather Station pro-

ject, encourages a high level of quality in
the finished Weather Station newsletter
product. It also pushes students
faultless work in the collection
pretation of their data. There is

to aspire to
and inter-
even some

level of competition born between the pro-
ject's students and professional meteorolo-
gists, to see whose weather predictions are
more accurate.
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Ln addition to the weather station, The
Technology Center at RSTA's electronic
shop offers learning modules related to

a host of additional topic areas including:

Gompu-I-&r and aft-ondant

acz,c,ccorie,c1 analtick,

rvianiplation and refair.

KDbutic-c dcciy and ;1_afionc.

1cry- -1-e-c-hnolog

Tibor op& dov&loprvi&n+ and
vcap.

ce-+ (cfrvawfal,
&l&c:Fronic.

and problrvi

Thancic-Forfrancic+or

(171-)

he work focus in all Technology
Center project areas revolves around
the design and development of new

technologies, and around problem solving.
This emphasis is meant to afford students
the greatest opportunity to transfer their
shop-learned skills to their (problem-solv-
ing) work in other areas.

goo
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"Technology education means making the
complex technological world approachable
by young people, so that they do not have to
go through life afraid and intimidated by
things that they cannot imagine under-
standing."

Tom Hsu,
Cambridge Physics Outlet

"In the context of the science curriculum,
technology education changes both what is
taught and how it is taught. Classroom ped-
agogy becomes more "hands on "as design
challenges become a central learning strate-
gy. Course content changes as students learn
about the social roles of technology, and as
they learn to understand,evaluate, and use
technology."

MargaretVickers,
Working To Learn Project

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION FOR
SCIENCE
Combining the Teaching of Technical
Procedures with the Scientific
Principles Underlying those
Procedures

4 SI



n traditional vocational courses
students learn a great deal about how to
operate equipment and machines, but they
learn little about why these operations
work. Shop and workplace practices are
rarely explored on a scientific or technolog-
ical level.

In traditional science courses, students
learn a great deal about the "big ideas" of a
particular scientific discipline, and about
abstract scientific theory, but they learn
little about how to use or do anything with
their newly-acquired knowledge. Real and
practical applications and uses for abstract
theory rarely occur in most science courses.

Combining the teaching of technical proce-
dures with the scientific principles under-
lying those procedures is the basis for a new
brand of hybrid learning called
"Technology Education" or "tech ed." Seen
as more than a means to offering vocational
education students greater success in a sci-
ence classroom setting, tech ed offers all
students a more useful and satisfying expe-
rience in the science and math disciplines.
The tech ed approach is much more likely to
captivate students' minds and get them
engaged in learning.

What ic it?
fisc.fine,c1:

j{

n technology education, students
address real world problems, ones that
professional practitioners face in their

daily work.
tasks are: 1)
in addressing
to's); and 2)

The tech ed students' main
to work out what is involved

or solving a problem (the how
to understand why a solution

works (i.e. what scientific principles and
principles of technology lie behind the
solution).

Technology education is chiefly concerned
with broad concepts rather than specific
competencies of technologies. Students
learn to design, develop and use systems
(e.g. information systems, electrical sys-
tems, mechanical systems and fluid power
systems). Concern is significantly less
focused on how proficient the student
becomes at a certain skill, but rather is
directed at his or her understanding of con-
cepts, relationships, problem-solving,
analysis and evaluation.

echnology education involves a syner-
gistic approach; it is not a series of so

unrelated "projects." Teachers devel-
op problems for students to solve, that
involve the students in designing and devel-
oping systems, from simple to complex.

An example of an early tech ed design prob-
lem would be figuring out how to use a com-
puter to control a motor. Later, students
could be given the problem of introducing a
mechanical component (a switch) into their
newly-designed system. Finally, the prob-
lem of designing and constructing a comput-
er-controlled system to move an object from
one point to another, and documenting the
results, could be added.

Technology education students work in
teams, affording students at different acad-
emic and vocational levels an opportunity to
work successfully together. Fully-outfitted
tech ed labs provide the opportunities,
materials and equipment for students to
solve any technological problem they choose
to address.

Technology education labs are places where
students can come to experience the appli-
cation of science and math knowledge.
Students can also use technology labs to
develop presentations and demonstrations
for other classes. Eventually these labs can
become learning centers for the entire
school.'

See realted discussion of the Image Center lab under integration
strategy #3.
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A Po Sim and ProblemSolvin5... Approach to
-1&ac.-1/415._ a Proje.,af5aceJ 5c.-ie,nc. Gorse,

The Introduction to Technology course at the Rindge School of Technical Arts teaches
students a clear problem-solving process. While there are many different descriptions
and variations of this process in general, Intro to Tech's over-all sequence of problem
solving tasks is as follows:

1. Ar human need or rovire,nick1- is

2. Posciblo wails of meefin5., the need are investi5ated and developed.

3. Information iS 5a-f-licrezi and an action plan is prepared towards pro
duct_. the closiroci

4. The plan is implementeol (Note: This is an act of 5:incorins5,.;

Se,okin5.. practical Solutions to perceived human needs or
revirerrent0.

5. The outc-orre (Prod vet, Process, SiiSteni) is evaluated with concern
for adelyavi and elves for furflier development

As an example of this process, Intro
Tech students might be challenged
to design a structure capable of sup-

porting a specified load. The students
would do research into the principles of
structural systems, select methods, materi-
als and tools, and if appropriate, utilize
computer assisted design (CAD) technology.
Finally, they would engineer their designs,
evaluate them against the previously identi-
fied need, and make further adjustments and
design refinements as part of the analysis of
their structural systems.

Within this design and problem-solving
framework, the Intro Tech course employs a
complete project-based approach to the
study of science and technology. A model
car design unit, for example, utilizes struc-
tural, mechanical, electrical, electronic,
pneumatic and hydraulic, solar, and com-
puter-control technological systems as a

means to teach the principles of physics.
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As elements from each of these systems are
used in the completion of the car project, the
principles of physics behind the system are
introduced. With great advantage being
taken of the proliferation of "teachable
moments" occurring during the design-
build process, students learn the scientific
theories related to the project. Once again,
learning takes place in context.

The project-based curriculum has another
enormous advantage in the Intro Tech sci-
ence class: It provides students with oppor-
tunities to practice important skill sets uti-
lized in most technology fields such as
working in design teams, investigating and
researching, brainstorming, webbing (also
known as mind mapping, graphic organizing,
and bubble diagramming), prototyping,
testing, evaluating, documenting and pre-
senting work, and using the computer (for
word processing, graphing and data-basing).



heri-rocivc,-Hom T&c,Iinoloer
C.,ourc Surmari/Gwricmlurvi

The Irtroduc,+ion +0 c..ourc is orynizod throu511 four vartorlon5. unitc:

1 In+roduofion +0 Moacumnion+,
Pociyi and Te,e-linoloel

Students are introduced to the different
technical shops and complete several small
projects. These might be a mousetrap, car,
windmill, or similar project that can be
completed in two weeks. The goal is to get
students into the design/engineering spirit
of the course and to introduce them to the
available resources. Long-term projects are
not appropriate until the students have a
sufficient successful experience base to be
able to work confidently towards a project
that will come to fruition only after many
weeks.

2.. F5vildin5. on -filo Plane- rfki

Students are introduced to building con-
struction and engineering considered in
the context of geologic and meteorological
disasters. Scale models of structures are
built and tested on an earthquake and hur-
ricane simulation table designed jointly by
the Boston Science Museum and the
Cambridge Physics Outlet.' Topics for
investigation include the strength of mate-
rials, trusses, bridge building, aesthetics
and architecture, earth science, seismology,
map-making and surveying, and others.

3. re,c-linolom in I-turnan Environmon+c

In this unit students learn about build-
ing technology as applied to maintaining a
comfortable human environment, with care-
ful attention paid to energy management.
Topics include HVAC, energy flow, elec-
tricity and it's uses, building health issues,
and temperature and human comfort levels.
Student projects revolve around their evalu-
ation of the high school building on many
of these areas.

2 The Woburn, Massachusetts-based Cambridge Physics Outlet
(CPO), manufactures and distributes teaching and learning
tools that promote a hands-on approach to the study of sci-
ence and mathematics for grades 5-12.

Aorodiraroic-c and Vohic-le, Poc i5.11

This unit uses the bottle rocket and a
flow tank as test facilities. Students study
force and fluid motion through the c o n-
struction and evaluation of different scale
models for vehicles that will move through
water or air. Topics include air foils,
streamlining, fluid motion, and design.
Students finish the unit with a critique of
commercial automobile, truck, or boat
designs from the perspective of aerodynam-
ic efficiency.
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Activities emphasized in the
study of the four above-
outlined units include:

Historic-al re-c&arc-li into
rclatcd fcc-kinoto5ic-al Sutrc--t-c.

Sifc vici-ts to vices
clicte-nic unolcr stuck!, in

the coninivnifii and/or in the
school.

Incorporation of analicic, ctin-

flie,cic and cvalvafiv& forms of
think-tr. into +Plc, t6c-linolojric-al

proce4c.

Rzalization of ctudemf-planne.4

and cKe,atc,d dc4iNic, in profo-
flpe-c and at full Scalp.

Pouirocnfation and pre4c,ntation

of projcz-fc bc,fore, an at/clic-tux,

of pocK, adrviinicfra--

forc and commvnifii-t)asod
profe4Sionak vvork4 in
fcc-linolo5.1 mlatcd

In terms of science, the
Introduction to Technology
course teaches the concepts of

physics (measurement, motion,
structures, heat, electricity and
electronics), and skills in docu-
menting and solving practical
problems in the technology lab,
around the school, and in the stu-
dents' larger environment. The
course also teaches a design
process for scientific discovery
that helps students establish pro-
cedures to identify, clarify and
articulate the principles inherent
in their studies.
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.Pvloprvi&vrt- arid Lab

n important goal in the creation of
the Introduction to technology
course was not just to develop a

course that would teach kids some science
in a fun way, but also to meet the high
school's (and the state's) science require-
ments. In order to award students science
credit, the course had to fall under the sci-
ence department's offerings. But, Intro to
Tech is a science course taught by vocation-
ally-certified teachers, not science-certi-
fied teachers. The issues of certification
and credits were important to address.

r^

111EIV"

tr.
,1

RSTA chose a science-certified faculty mem-
ber to oversee the program, and to create its
curriculum. In addition to attending regular
curriculum meetings with the head of the
science department, this teacher/program
director works with the vocational/technical
staff to direct their own training in science
teaching and learning. The teacher is also
present during class meeting times and
occasionally conducts lessons with stu-



dents. Presently, there are four vocation-
al/technical teachers leading student
groups in Intro to Tech, working together
with the science teacher/program director.
The technical teachers come from the car-
pentry, electronics and electrical shop
areas.

jintroduction to Technology is not simply
an errant science course that has been
"allowed in" as one of the science

department's "real" course offerings. It is
in fact a highly-regarded academic program
requiring a one year science prerequisite
for entrance. Furthermore, by developing
and maintaining its connection with the
school's science department, the Intro to
Tech program has proven influential in
helping to move the school's entire science
program in a more technical, project-based
direction. We cannot stress enough the ben-
efits of developing similar technical-sci-
ence programs in concert with science
department administrators and staff mem-
bers (rather than simply with the vocation-
al/technical staff). This type of departmen-
tal collaboration insures that Intro to Tech-
type courses do not fall into the no-man's
land of "elective" courses. It also helps in
bringing a full range of students to the
course, easing parental fears that a techni-
cal, project-based science class may not be
appropriate for college-bound students.
It is important to emphasize here that the

BEST CU PT AVAILABLE
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vocational-technical teachers involved in
Intro to Tech do receive ongoing science
teacher training. And, while they are not
science-certified, they do work under the
direction of the science teacher program
director. They also attend regular science
education-related workshops, and partici-
pate in weekly program meetings with the
head science teacher. Most important, they
bring a vital technical area expertise to the
program, that many science-certified teach-
ers simply do not possess.

final support issue related to the
Introduction to Technology program
has to do with it's laboratory setting.

In RSTA, a carpentry shop was converted to
house the Technology Lab. The conversion
project was extensive. Details of the con-
version, with specific equipment, materials,
and construction particulars will not be
dealt with in this manual, although detailed
information on the conversion project is
available.' For our purposes here, it is
important to note that traditional science
lab or technical shop facilities may not ade-
quately house the Intro to Tech program.
Ideally, a new hybrid space containing key
elements from both settings is desired in
order to run the program most effectively.

3 Please refer to Appendix I.
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4 W indmills" is an extensive
energy unit that can be incor-
porated into a variety of sci-

ence or technical courses. The unit begins
with a design problem: to develop and build
an efficient windmill capable of producing
enough energy to light a presentation board
or a large wall map.

Students working on the windmill-design
problem first complete a research investi-
gation into how windmills work. This inves-
tigation includes dismantling and analyzing
the components of a generator, running
experiments with gear system apparatus,
speaking with mechanical experts, and
reading about windmills, gears and genera-
tors.

In the next phase of the unit, students work
in teams to design and build small wind-
mills that meet previously-detailed design
specifications. Once team design models are
completed, students take part in a testing,
evaluating and redesign/refine process that
results in the completion of a functioning
finished windmill product.

The study of windmills offers students an
opportunity to explore the inter-relation-
ships between technology, energy, architec-
ture, climate, and socio-economic develop-
ment. It also helps students to begin to
focus on the uses and importance of non-
pollutant energy sources.
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ifn terms of integration, the Windmills
unit covers themes that relate to a num-
ber of disciplines:

1. lan5.vap Ark

Sfudovrte road roeourco works and
wri+e comparative papGrc. Thoi road,
write, disc-KC and olcba-i-o issues related fo
cultural difforencoe and olociy, and eoc.-ial
and economic needs.

2. Social cfudioc

Similar to lan5vage arts, but also
includes work. on the hiefori of vvindmillc
and Fo5raphti and climate.

3. Math

9-udenk perforrvi basic mathematical
computation, work with measurement,
fractions, algr.clwaio and tri5onomofric
ovations, and build scale models.

4. Scionco

Stud rovolvoe around work with simple
and compound machines, motion, onorm and
on5inee, pollvfion and ar-l-erna-
-five forme of enorm aro also explored.

5. Technologies

Praftin5, 17, electronics, elearical,
cay-penfri, oompvfere and model malcin5,,
aro all used in the completing. of the pro

ject-.

The Windmills unit covers the above-men-
tioned content area concepts by offering a
hands-on, design and problem-solving
approach that directs students to experi-
ment with gears, small generators, and
wind-power systems. They also learn about
weather and windmill farms, and their own
finished models are used as a performance-
based test of the principles learned.
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"We need to show stu-
dents that their education
is relevant, and that they
are relevant. That what
they're learning matters,
and what they can do with
it matters. Then they will
develop an appreciation
for the true value of edu-
cation, and they will
graduate with more than a
deep understanding of the
world They will gradu-
ate knowing they have a
purposeful role in it "

John Shea, Cambridge
Service Corps Teacher

DOING WELL AND
DOING GOOD:
Connecting Coursework to Community
Resources and Needs.
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hen teachers begin con-
necting coursework to community resources
and needs, several aims can be achieved:

1. Students are able to make use of
their ample (and often underval-
ued) stores of prior knowledge.

2. The school is able to bring new
adults from the larger outside
community, into the learning
equation.

3. Learning in the classroom is
contextualized in an immediately
useful way.

4. Teachers model the socially
responsible behaviors desired of
citizens in a democratic society.

5. Students tap into their own
desires to play a role in something
that is meaningful, and of lasting
value.

aken separately, any one of these
aims offers undeniable benefits in a
learning environment. However, the

combination of all five creates the possibil-
ity for dynamic, long-lasting learning to
take place throughout the school and within
the community.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

(prior Kvlow
orking off of prior knowledge is
always an effective teaching
strategy. It allows students to be

recognized for what they have already
achieved and what they know, rather than
having this knowledge dismissed as less
important than that which will be freshly
taught. When students are faced with new
information that is couched in a familiar
foundation, there is a much greater chance
that they will embrace learning and devel-
op beyond the point where they already are.
Additionally, when the knowledge to be
built upon relates to the students' own com-
munity, there is the added bonus of stu-
dents' retaining a significant personal
investment in what they are building or
exploring. Students often know much more
about their communities than their teach-
ers are aware of, or give them credit for
knowing, yet, it also true that there is much
more for them to learn.

Ovicido
he desirability of making public
schools "community schools" is evi-
dent, particularly in densely-popu-

lated urban areas where the school stands
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poised to meet a variety of community needs
beyond simply educating the community's
young people. Part of the community school
concept is the idea that the community
itself must take responsibility for educat-
ing and training its future workers, mem-
bers and leaders. That said, many poten-
tially valuable resource people outside of
the school, while feeling a genuine desire to
"get involved," are not familiar with or
comfortable negotiating (alone) the some-
times bumpy road to establishing a school
connection. When a "community curricu-
lum" is brought into the classroom, part of
what is achieved is this important connec-
tion with outside resource people.

e have already seen in earlier inte-
gration strategy chapters how and
why Contextualization of knowl-

edge is beneficial to students. Community-
oriented learning is particularly effective
in helping students to see the usefulness of
knowledge.

Social KccpohSibili
part of the work of schools is to teach
students lessons in social responsi-
bility so that they may one day leave

school and take their places as useful
democratic citizens. Talking about social
and community responsibility is a far cry
(in terms of effectiveness) from practicing

these ideals. Teachers who actively seek
out and forge working connections with
members of the students' own community
effectively model democratic behavior for
students through their actual "active"
behavior. "Do as I do, and as I say" becomes
the motto of the community-invested
teacher, and students do tend to follow
suit.

and Value
hile none of the five aims outlined
under integration strategy #6 is of
greater importance than the oth-

ers, investing student work with meaning
and lasting value evidences perhaps the
most dramatic effect in its impact on stu-
dent achievement levels and enjoyment in
learning. Students are known to regularly
bemoan the lack of importance attached to
much of the work they complete (or choose
not to complete) for school. Finding not
only academic relevance, but also true
meaning and value in the tasks one engages
in on a daily basis (for twelve public-school
years), is the key to forming students who
will be life-long learners. Yet students all
too often are left feeling that school has no
bearing on their lives, and that what they do
there allows them no path toward making a
valuable contribution to society. Connect-
ing coursework to community resources and
needs allows meaning and value to enter the
classroom, thus enriching enormously the
learning experience for everyone involved.
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"Most of all we want to succeed in establishing a course that teaches young people a little
bit about the world, and the world a little bit about young people. We want to establish a
course that will prepare young people to be critical thinkers, effective activists, and aware
citizens."

Mara Sanchez, CSC student class of 1997

Aimed at pushing the extremes of
what young people are capable of
contributing to their community and

capable of learning in the process,
Cambridge's Community Service Corps (CSC)
challenges high school juniors and seniors
to put their heads, hands and hearts to work
leading a community-wide effort to target
and address critical local needs.

The learning component of the CSC centers
around a rigorous experiential course,
Community Problem-Solving 101, that runs
the length of the school year, comprises
close to half of the students' entire course
load, mixes classroom studies with exten-
sive community-based work, and is credited
as a combination of social studies/civics,
English/language arts, and vocational/tech-
nical arts.

At the core of the CSC curriculum is a com-
plete a-to-z community problem solving
process. Students participate in a commu-
nity needs assessment, create a shared
vision for the city, evaluate current health
and human services, and identify critical
gaps and problem areas. They produce an
inventory of their own skills and abilities,
conduct an investigation of available
resources, and debate and decide, as a team,
what particular issue to target. Working in
partnership with a wide array of public,
nonprofit, and private sector representa-
tives, the students then design their own
community initiative.

Leading the development and execution
of this initiative (whether it be the
completion of a one-time project or the

creation of an ongoing program), the CSC
students follow a detailed plan of action
which they themselves have produced and
for which they take responsibility for
securing all necessary resources including
volunteers, money, materials and services.
Reaching out to involve their high school
peers and teachers, their old elementary
schools, area college students, local busi-
nesses, friends, and their families, the CSC
students in effect become the organizers and
directors of a large-scale community-wide
effort-- and they become genuine advocates
for positive social change.

social studies/civics, English/language
arts, and, to a lesser degree, math and
science are the fundamental academic

disciplines integrated into the CSC course.
The vast range of social studies and civics
topics explored include: government, poli-
tics and social policy; immigration, civil
rights and school desegregation; unemploy-
ment, inflation and economic development;
health, welfare and education reform; and
the relevance of local history to current
issues.

English/language arts applications not
only include numerous authentic
writing opportunities such as the

composition of letters, proposals, press
releases, and fliers, but also include book
reviews, research papers and daily journal
entries. Students study relevant literature
(fiction, nonfiction, classic, and contempo-
rary), music, and art. The exploration of
these creative works also serves to inspire
the CSC students to create their own liter-
ary, musical, and artistic expositions.

6 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



ath and science skills are devel-
oped and utilized in such diverse
areas as statistical analysis, prob-

ability, demographics, budgets, taxes,
spending, scientific investigation, biology,
health, conservation, ecology, and the envi-
ronment. And the study and application of
practical hands-on vocational/technical
arts prospectively includes (depending on
specific projects undertaken) carpentry,
mechanics, electronics, graphic arts, design
construction, communications, and comput-
er technologies.

4;

v

aculty expertise from throughout the
high school and the community,
numerous guest speakers, multi-

media instruction, current events, case-
method teaching, active discussion and
debate, and project-based studies are among
the tactics used to generate powerful coop-
erative learning. However, it is the exten-
sive community-based work, utilizing
Cambridge and the greater Boston area as
the text, that cements student understand-
ing and brings their studies to life.

The entire CSC curriculum is grounded in
personal growth, self-understanding, com-
munity building, teamwork, and leadership
development. Student imagination and cre-
ativity is channeled into entrepreneurial,
critical thinking and problem solving
skills. CSC students, fostered by a growing
self-confidence, learn to become articulate

public speakers and effective leaders. They
come to understand, through direct experi-
ence and deliberate analysis, the process of
team building, the value of collaboration,
the power of diversity, the importance of
listening, and the meaning of tolerance and
respect. They explore the virtues of
responsibility, caring and service, and they
develop the habit of frequent and serious
reflection so crucial to the learning process.

student assessment is based on group
exhibitions, the achievement of team
goals, individual performance,

authentic portfolios, and a personal demon-
stration of the knowledge, skills, and values
that drive the CSC. The CSC strives to grad-
uate students with character, a keen curios-
ity, a passion for exploration and discovery,
a deeper understanding of their own self
worth, and well-rounded preparation for
success and fulfillment in work, further
education, and life.

The CSC offers students the opportunity to
work together with the full support of
their school district and in collaboration
with the greater community to master,
integrate, and apply core academic disci-
plines. Practical hands-on vocational
crafts, and creative problem solving skills,
to achieve goals they themselves have set.
The CSC also supports the dissemination of
service-learning practices throughout the
high school and the school district.

Beyond producing an immediate and signif-
icant impact on pressing local needs, the
CSC is responsible for building a powerful
force of student role models, future commu-
nity leaders, and catalysts for responsible,
idealistic, and active citizenship. Instilled
with a deep appreciation for the true value
of education namely its creative applica-
tion to positive action the newly inspired
corps of life-long learners graduates from
high school with more than a better under-
standing of their world. They graduate
knowing they have a purposeful role to play
in it.
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The year long Community Problem Solving 101 course is divided into three large (over-
lapping) curriculum sections:

1. F'retarin5_ G-real-e. SoUal Ghanc (59)-1-erv&r fe-bwarti)
2- rakin5.. Action Glianc. (Janvari June)
3. Poc-vryilifin5, Year -1.-on5_ Procc.cc June)

Within each of these sections the following skill units are explored:

1. Pmparinjr -Vo C-re.a-Ve. Soe.ial Ghanip

Build an effective team with a common vision

Create a foundation of self-understanding and personal growth.
Come to know, respect, and celebrate one another.
Agree on working norms & decision making process, and commit to a shared
purpose.
Cultivate community support and build a base of power.

Develop Necessary Knowledge (Civic Intelligence)

Explore and know Cambridge (local emphasis - in a comparative context).
Understand the "Seven Circles of Well-Being" (i.e. social problems/issues).
Study the "Five Forces" (i.e. successful, failed, potential solutions).

Develop and Refine Critical Skills

Skills for building and understanding / critical analysis.
Communication skills (including computer technology)
Community organizing, leadership, and action skills

Cultivate the Passion and Untap the Will to make a Difference

2. Takin5... action and Grcafinj... Ghana

Group selection of target issue
Generate project/program idea
Develop and lead community-wide initiative
Secure feedback and evaluate results

3. Po...vme,vrtt_ Froc-occ

Reflect on and learn from complete September-June experience
Share the experience and the process with others
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A
s members of the high school's flag-
ship service learning organization, a
major task of the CSC students and

faculty is the dissemination and systematic
integration of service-learning projects and
curriculum throughout the high school and
among the district's fifteen elemen-
tary/middle schools. In order to achieve
this, the CSC classroom has been designed to
function as a schoolwide community service
resource center. As the school's full-time
community service specialist, the
director/teacher needs the support
resources necessary to effectively

CSC
and

lead
these expansive efforts. Necessary support
and resources include (but are not limited
to) telephone, fax and computer communica-
tions equipment; access to printing and
copy facilities; ample filing and display
areas; and transportation/travel resources.

In addition to material supports, the CSC
and its resource center must cultivate and
maintain extensive collaborations with
interested individuals from the larger com-
munity in order to exist and function prop-
erly. In effect, the task of the CSC is both to
develop a kind of service network within the
school and between the school and the com-
munity, and insure that this network grows
and prospers. Toward this end, it is
extremely beneficial if the CSC students can
be led by a director/teacher who already
has service contacts within the community.
Building upon these contacts can then bring
about the kind of wide-spread community
support necessary for creating a thriving
program.

A final support issue related to the Service
Corps program has to do with achieving aca-
demic recognition from academic depart-
ments within the high school. It is too often
the case that academic departments find
themselves vying for each others' (student)
territory. That is, Department faculty feel
that they must maintain a certain level of
student registration in department-offered
courses in order to stay viable. A drop in
student interest, some fear, may result in
the dismissal of department faculty num-
bers. One unfortunate result of this type of
interdepartmental competition is that acad-
emic department heads are sometimes
reluctant to award credit in their discipline
areas to courses that are taught by faculty
outside the department, or that do not come
under the department's heading in the
school's course catalog.

- - t is hard to argue against the legitimacy
of awarding social studies credit to a

service-learning course where students
are honing their skills in social analysis,
data analysis, and other research methods.
However, seeing their mission as teaching
history (especially if that mission is rein-
forced by state exams), a social studies
department might decide to deny credits.
Where the credit issue becomes truly prob-
lematical, is when students begin to feel
that the school does not recognize the
importance and academic relevance of their
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work in the Service Corps, and thus refuses
to support their efforts. Our main task
then, in relation to this issue, has been to
work extensively with academic department
leaders and curriculum coordinators to try
to insure their continued support of the
program. This "public relations" effort
generally falls to the CSC director/teacher
to undertake, in addition to his or her other
program-related/teaching duties.

The Community Service Learning
Project takes a different approach to
bringing service opportunities to stu-

dents. Participants in this project are actu-
ally members of existing academic classes
that have been infused with a service-learn-
ing component. Students in the newly-inte-
grated courses receive the academic credits
originally offered by the class (whose pri-
mary goals and objectives remain academi-
cally-based). However, the added service
dimension brings students a fuller learning
experience than that offered by a tradition-

al academic class.
Students develop and refine reading,writ-
ing, analytical, observational and profes-
sional skills through participation in com-
munity service activities relevant to their
academic studies. Upon completion of a CSL
course, students have gained a better
understanding of their community and their
potential role in it as human service
providers and as citizens.

Academic courses that lend themselves par-
ticularly well to community service activi-
ties include English or social studies
courses built around themes related to ado-
lescents, law, communications and mass
media, human values, immigration, groups
in conflict,
where there
appropriate
tion.

etc.
is a
for

. . Also science classes
health/medicine focus are
service-learning integra-

Tiq
elow are just two examples of commu-
nity service and career related activi-

1 ties that could be integrated into
existing English department courses offered
at the Cambridge Rindge and Latin School:

Govrc E39

1. Sivdontc re,coarc-h and volun-
foor for proAramc tha+ provid
Brvidancc and-cupporf for
`foonarc c-oncid&rIng,_
horvi,u cc-hool,'

grvo and alcohol.
Sorvic-c rcla- afiivrhe.i in -ludo:

Examining research and case
histories, examining the goals and
agenda of the service agency, and
collating information on success
rates of participants who have left
the program.

Developing curriculum for the
adolescent program that will help
effectively address the issues that
participants face as adolescents.
Presenting workshops, developing
collections of appropriate reading
materials, and making video pre-
sentations are all project examples.
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2. 51-vdoni-c research
Garvlbridp Teen
and --ecn Support drovpc. Sovvic.

re.lafr,d

Providing specific suggestions
as to what program changes could
be made that would make the pro-
gram more effective, and submit-
ting these in proposal form.

Applying the issues these pro-
grams address to characters and
issues in the books read in the
English class, and determining
whether these programs would have
been adequate for the situations
presented in the literature.
Finally, putting together formal
suggestions for changes in the
health center and support groups,
in relation to this analysis, and
assisting in the implementation of
these suggestions.

Govv-c 4rf,52.4
Gornrvimic,a+ion and

Macc Media

1. 91vdoni-c volt/dr-or of variouc
r nizalionc that work (nal or

for baitcre,d women. Service

rclafed
Drawing on their direct experi-

ence at a clinic or home for bat-
tered women, and through an
exploration of how the media pre-
sents these women, students con-
duct an analysis of the power of the
media in influencing public policy
and public opinion about battered
women. Further analysis might
extend to an exploration of the
enforcement of and changes in the
laws related to this issue.

2. 51-vdc,n+c foc-vs on fundraicin5_

and on how variovc non-profit
or?niz-ationS vco ft-ic media +o
nice ateN/DMVIC-cc and flivc

increase fundinA., Sewice related
ac-fivificc

Picking a specific organization,
such as a mental health clinic, The
Easter Seals Society, or an organi-
zation for non-violence, and work-
ing closely with the public rela-
tions coordinator to explore how
the organizations use the media
and advertising to raise public
awareness and support. A final
project might be the creation of an
awareness campaign and its imple-
mentation either at the high school
or in the larger community.

These short examples offer a tiny glimpse into the curricular possibilities that integration of service
learning projects into existing academic courses might offer. Development of additional ideas depends
heavily on the specific academic courses taught at a particular high school, and the willingness of aca-

demic teachers to work with a Community Service Learning project director on the integration. Clearly though,
this kind of service learning approach is possible (and beneficial) for students in a large number of academ-
ic classes across almost all disciplines.

The integration of community service learning into an established academic curriculum requires a very clear-
ly defined job placement to be outlined and understood by both the student, teacher, and personnel at the
placement site. It also may require slight adjustments to class hours and the re-arrangement of the syllabus
and course requirements.

As initiator and organizer of the project, the CSL project director works closely with teachers to provide con-
nections between community agencies and the school, and to help re-evaluate and re-organize curriculum so
that the issues studied in class and the experiences in the community agency will most directly complement
each other. Responsibility for the documentation of the project also falls to this person, therefore teachers
need not view participation in the project as another huge responsibility to be added to their schedules.
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""If school work could
become more like the
"real work" young peo-

ple willingly engage
in, schools might do
better at capturing the
attention and alle-
giance of youth."

Adria Steinberg,
VIA Co-Director

WORK AS CONTEXT:
Creating Opportunities for
Work-Based Learning
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ost young people
are motivated by the idea of performing
"real work" at paying jobs. Jobs loom large
in the teenage mind, even though most of the
jobs teenagers work involve the performance
of dull repetitive tasks that the young
employee soon finds boring. In addition,
beyond the short initial training stage, most
jobs held by teenagers offer very little
opportunity for learning. Yet, in spite of
these shortcomings, kids do care about their
jobs. And, interestingly, students who may
be irresponsible and resistant to working in
the classroom are often extremely conscien-
tious and productive in the workplace.

Creating opportunities for work-based
learning allows a connection between school
and job site to take place, so that the student
receives the benefits of both as learning
environments. Students participating in
school-sponsored, work-based learning
internships are engaged, open, and willing
to work at their job sites, and this more
"ready attitude" generally carries over into
their school classroom activities.

-I
nternships, as defined here, are not
simply job sites where students go and
spend a requisite number of (during

school) hours working at tasks for which
they possibly get paid while receiving high
school credit. In order to make an intern-
ship a real opportunity for learning, the
internship definition must be broadened
and consist of:

1. Job plaeenionfc where ci+e Personnel
aro involved in explorin5._ fho loarninA_
potential of 1-he 1-asks Performed af vvork.,
wish the ci-vdon+ inform and +eac.41&rc
frorvi the cc-hool.

At the Rindge School of Technical Arts, the college-
going rate for graduating internship students is 85%.
This compares favorably with the 75% rate for the corn-

2. vvork on 1-ho job ci+o +ha+ lends
itcelf to +he czniplefion of a final cAilmi-
na1-in5_ projec.-+ (+ha+ dorooncfra+es learnin5)

for pre,c&nfation 1-he intern to School
and vvork. porconnel.

5. An opportunitii for a ciplific-an+ porfion

of the -Hire cpen+ a+ +he WOitfr-citG 1-0

c-oncic+ of 1-ho in+erns' loarnin5_ now ckillc.

Flac-orvien+c where iiTfOrvic aro allowed

-to perform fack_c +ha+ eonfribv+e Some

1-h4 of valve +o +he vvorkflac.&.

n order to be effective as vehicles for
learning, school-sponsored internships
must be comprised of three major com-

ponents: school-based activities, work-
based activities and connecting activities.
When properly organized these types of
internships are able to form a more coherent
whole, for the student, from the previously
separate experiences of school and work.

A final benefit of the internship is its suc-
cess in bringing students to more advanced
programs of study after high school. In the
past, students participating in school-spon-
sored internship programs were seen as less
likely to go on to college or any form of
post-secondary study after graduation from
high school. Recent evidence shows howev-
er, that students graduating from school
after completing an internship program like
that described above, enroll in college at a
higher proportion than students completing
any other high school course of study.'

prehensive high school in Cambridge as a whole, and is far ahead of
the 50-60% rate for students who were once solely involved in a voca-
tional course of study.
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Thy Kncl 5c-liool of aloc-linic,a1 Ark offrrs s-hiekni-c ivrfrnchip
opportynifir,c in four broad program ;mac:

1. financial S6vvicx,c Internships
15ank.in5... and financ-ial Manarint

2.. Itarvard Pro am

Officz, Adnninicfrafion, Kitchen 4 Dinin Prope,r11 Manarre,n+

3. C..-arvibricIF-1-r./slui Careers in Education Internship Froff-ann
E.-ducal-ion and Te-ac-hin.§..

4. tt&alfli Sciences Internship Proffani
Mac-ine, and 1-t&a1-1-1-1 S6nAC--e,c

Students in the internships spend a portion of each school day working on site, under
a job supervisor. Beyond this, they participate with other interns in a high school
teacher-led, on site seminar, for which they receive academic credit. An additional
mandatory seminar held at the high school rounds out the internship experience, for
which students receive a total of forty credits.2

More detailed descriptions of RSTA's four internship program options follow:

finanual 5orvic,oc
leorvichip Fro5.rani

r he Financial Services Internship is
offered to Cambridge high school stu-
dents as a collaboration between the

high school and the Citywide Youth
Employment Office. The objective of the
program is to provide interns actual field
experience in banking and related career
areas, and to integrate the interns' work
experience with classroom study.

Students in the program work, often in
pairs, at local banks, credit unions, and
other financial institutions while concur-
rently participating in a related academic

Regular year -long academic courses at the high school
receive ten credits.

seminar. The seminar curriculum, devel-
oped cooperatively by high school staff and
the program's banking partners, covers
humanities topics as well as growth and
personal development, and all aspects of
the banking/financial industry. Readings
and writing selections are based around the
theme of work, the monetary system, and
the world of finance. Students keep daily
journals, recording worksite experiences,
and they complete a final project at the end
of the internship year.

Students spend one half of each school day
working in the Financial Services
Internship Program. This time is divided
daily between seminar work and job site
duties. Students are paid a stipend for all
internship-related activities, including
time spent in the connected seminar.
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I-hi/Val/61 Uri i Vorc

liert-orrichip Program
similar in structure to the Financial
Services Internship, the Harvard
Internship offers students the opportu-

nity to spend one half of each school day
working and learning on site at Harvard
University while receiving a paid stipend.
Students keep daily journals and attend a

humanities seminar (for English and social
studies credit) at the work site. Readings,
writings and discussions revolve around
issues related to work and industry (i.e. trade
unions and labor law, economic structures,
employee-management relations, job safety,
race and gender discrimination, etc. . .).

Specific work placements offered through
the Harvard Internship are varied and
include the Harvard motor pool, Harvard
dining services, Harvard real estate, and
Harvard administrative offices. Students
are assigned to a variety of tasks that may
have them working with computers, doing
general office work, monitoring and dis-
patching vehicles in a busy transportation
system, catering university events, working
on electrical, plumbing or carpentry pro-
jects, and/or handling general facilities
maintenance problems.

ea

Amr-
Air

Carylbrici

Careers
This internship program is a collabo-
ration between Cambridge Rindge
and Latin school and Lesley College

in Boston, MA. It is designed as a unique
transition between the
school, college and work.
high school juniors and

worlds of high
It is open to all
seniors who are

interested in working with young children.

Students participating in this internship
work as teacher's aides for two and a half
hours, two mornings per week in a local
public school kindergarten or first grade
classroom. The work involves collaborating
with an elementary teacher to create mean-
ingful learning experiences for individual
children, or small groups of young stu-
dents. Near the end of the year, each stu-
dent designs and implements a month-long
education-related project with clearly
defined teaching and learning goals and
objectives, a research paper based on rele-
vant professional journal readings, and a
systematic method of documenting the pro-
ject. The cuiminating activity is a presen-
tation before a large audience that includes
the superintendent of schools, all cooperat-
ing teachers, administrators of the high
school, parents, and representative staff
and administrators from Lesley College.

On the three mornings per week that stu-
dent interns are not working at elementary
schools, they participate in a seminar that
focuses on early childhood development, as
well as related English and social studies
topics that connect the on-site experiences
with these academic subjects. One objective
of the seminar is to involve students in a
process of meta-cognition in which they
think about themselves as both learners and
teachers, and may then take steps to apply
what they are learning in both the high
school and elementary school.

since another goal of this program is to
give students an introduction to col-
lege level work, the English class por-

tion of the seminar is taught by a Lesley
College professor who structures the course
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much as she would a typical college fresh-
man English class, with similar expecta-
tions. While this is sometimes a stretch for
some of the students, considerable support
services are made available to them, and the
experience does prepare these high school
students well for the college experience.

The Cambridge-Lesley internship program
requires students to show a high level of
responsibility and resourcefulness.
Interns take all of their seminar courses on
campus at Lesley College. They must be
present at their elementary school place-
ment sites before the children arrive, and
they must meet regularly with their cooper-
ating teachers, and keep daily site logs of
their observations. They are treated profes-
sionally at their sites, and are often includ-
ed in teacher conferences about individual
students.

The Cambridge-Lesley Careers in Education
Program creates opportunities for high
school students to combine academics with
real life experiences in an environment
where they must be mature, reflective, ana-
lytical and creative. Rarely do students
participating in the program fail to live up
to these requirements and expectations.

1-toaHli

Prorarn
he Health Sciences Internship
Program offers students an opportu-
nity to work in a hospital setting

while concurrently doing coursework in
Anatomy and Physiology and the Literature
of Disease and Health. An on-site hospital
Health Sciences seminar rounds out the aca-
demic portion of the program, making this
perhaps the most all-inclusive (and time-
intensive) of the four RSTA internship
offerings.

Health Sciences interns are placed in a vari-
ety of hospital departments including:
Interpreter Services; Laboratory Pathology;
Orthopedics; Radiology; Pediatrics;
Pharmacy; and Human Resources. Much of
the work that the student interns perform is

r

valuable to the hospital as well as to the
students themselves. For example, in the
Histology/Cytology (tissues and cells) Lab,
interns cover, stain and file slide samples.
In Orthopedics, interns assist technicians
in putting up traction beds and applying
casts. In Radiology, interns register
patients, schedule exams, pull x-ray jackets
from the film library, observe the perfor-
mance of imaging procedures, and
review/critique x-ray films with quality
control personnel.

tudents in the Health Sciences
Internship Program do not simply
stand around and watch the hospital

personnel perform their jobs. They become
part of the health care team at the hospital,
while at the same time learning about the
wide range of career opportunities in the
health care field. Students graduating from
the program are prepared to succeed in
post-secondary education in the health and
medical areas, although some do realize,
after completing the program, that these are
no longer areas of career interest for them.
Yet even these students are well prepared
after their internship experience, to go on
successfully to further study (in unrelated
fields).
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n the internship program, the main con-
duit and most vital link between the
school and the workplace is the

Internship Coordinator. The Coordinator
plays an essential role in managing the
logistics of the internship program, and in
making sure the needs of student interns,
workplace managers and school personnel
are being met (with respect to the intern-
ship program requirements). The
Coordinator is also responsible for making
information about the program available to
students within the larger high school, and
for continually seeking additional intern-
ship opportunities for students, so that the
program's offerings can be constantly
expanded. In addition to all of this, the
Internship Coordinator hosts visitors from
other school systems and from interested
business and community representatives,
who desire in depth information and "tours"
of the program.

A second important element in making the
internships work is the ability to schedule
internship students "out of the building"
for regular large blocks of the school day.
Generally this can be accomplished by
breaking student interns' school schedules
into a morning or afternoon "internship
block," and then allowing the other portion
of the school day to be fitted with regular
academic classes that follow the school's
schedule. This type of scheduling can
become difficult however when a school is
operating on a full-day rotating schedule,
and occasionally other scheduling arrange-
ments may have to be made. For example, it
may be necessary for student interns to
divide their school year into a worksite half
and a full-time classes half, meaning that
for one half of the school year interns would
be on-site at the workplace for the full
school day, and then there would be a half
year full-day of classes. Or, it may simply

become necessary to schedule all or a por-
tion of a student's worksite experience
either before or after the regular school
day. While this type of arrangement is cer-
tainly not ideal, it should still allow the
connected academic seminar piece of the
internship to be scheduled during the
school day.

Obviously, scheduling specifics will vary
depending on school and worksite require-
ments, but the key to making the internship
work, in terms of scheduling, is for great
flexibility and creativity to be applied to
the scheduling process. Essentially, we
have found that it is possible to accommo-
date almost any school schedule, and still
have students at the worksite for some por-
tion of the regular school day.

n often overlooked piece of the
internship picture is the social
needs of interns as teenage high

school students. While students respond
extremely well to the freedom and responsi-
bility that come with an off campus place-
ment, some also feel a loss at not being "reg-
ular high school kids" anymore. They may
for example, not be on campus during the
school's regular morning announcement and
homeroom period, because they are at their
worksites. This can result in students feel-
ing "out of the loop" with respect to school
social activities like dances and yearbook
picture taking, etc. . . Internship students
may also have less opportunity to partici-
pate in after school activities and sports,
because of a possible extra time commit-
ment necessary for the completion of their
internship work. Or, students may simply
not be able to take part in some of the regu-
lar school day social activities like the
lunch period, because they are off campus
during this time.

Clearly, there are choices to be made if a
student is interested in taking part in an
internship. Still, every effort should be
made by school personnel to insure that
internship students are not left out of the
important social experiences of high school,
simply because they are off campus for a
portion of the school day.
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"I can't even begin to list the
many things that I learned
from doing this. I learned to
listen to ideas, to come up
with ideas, to work individu-
ally and as part of a team, to
speak in front of a large group
of people, to teach people
about something that can ben-
efit them, to work under pres-
sure, to organize, to help pre-
pare a workshop, but most
important of all, I learned
that for something that
seemed so far-fetched at the
beginning, and turned more
than possible at the end, in
this world, anything can be
done."

Melissa Guillen,
Senior Project
Student

SELF-DETERMINED

LEARNING:
Involve Students in Developing Independent
Projects that Have Lasting Value Beyond the
Classroom and Culminate in an Assessment
by Outside Experts
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n this chapter we will break with
the format followed throughout the preced-
ing chapters of the VIA Manual, in order to
show the process of implementation for
Integration Strategy #7. For this strategy,
which deals with student self-determined
learning, we have chosen to highlight the
Senior Projects Program begun at Cambridge
Rindge and Latin School, under the VIA
grant, in September 1995.

What follows is a detailed Study Group
Report submitted to the Cambridge,
Massachusetts School Department by VIA
co-director Adria Steinberg in June 1996.
The report recounts the steps taken toward
implementation of Senior Projects at the
high school, the activities of students
involved in the program, important mile-
stones and target dates related to the com-
pletion of student work, and overall reflec-
tions on the entire process.
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En September of 1995, a group of admin-
istrators and teachers began meeting to
discuss the feasibility of giving seniors

at Cambridge Rindge and Latin School the
opportunity to participate in doing a Senior
Project. As a process that combines stu-
dent-centered inquiry and research with
the development of product(s) that are
shared with an authentic audience, the
Senior Project seemed like an ideal culmina-
tion of four years of high school. We felt
that this type of experience would be of
vital importance to students as they pre-
pared for the transition to life after high
schooland the various combinations of
work and learning in which they might find
themselves.

Nationally, over one-half of the students
who begin college do not complete it within
a six year period. The majority of those who
leave do so within the first six months.
Although we do not have good follow-up data
on graduates from CRLS, many of us fear that
our students are no exception, that the col-
lege-going plans of June turn into a search
for full-time employment by January.

everal of us on the Senior Project com-
mittee had been involved in the devel-
opment of the CRLS school-to-career

internships. We had experienced first-
hand how valuable it was for students to
carry out major projects, using the worksite
as a context for their investigations, relying
on a seminar of their peers as a support net-
work, and using their supervisors as the
audience for the presentation of their work.
We wondered if it would be possible to
replicate important aspects of this experi-
ence outside of the context of a school-to-
career program.

We had seen from our internship programs
that work settings provide a context for stu-

dents to practice and develop "learning to
learn" skills in such vital areas as informa-
tion gathering and analysis, problem posing
and solving, data analysis, report writing,
and oral presentation. Although many of us
at CRLS believe in the importance of such
skills, traditionally structured classrooms
simply do not afford enough opportunities
for modeling and teaching them. The senior
project seemed like an ideal vehicle for
reinforcing such skills.

ifn writing about the graduation portfolio
process at the highly acclaimed Central
Park East Secondary School in NYC,

Linda Darling Hammond and Jacqueline
Ancess, articulate the tremendous value to
young people of delving deeply into issues
that they care about and then sharing that
work with others: "Being told by respected
colleagues precisely why and how one's
work is interesting, valued, and understood
is a confidence-building and competence-
building experience for any of us, and one
most teenagers rarely encounter."

We also saw the value of Senior Projects as a
form of alternative assessment. As
Theodore Sizer of the Coalition of Essential
Schools has written, exhibitions such as the
Senior Project "elicits proof both of the stu-
dent's understanding and of some imagina-
tive capabilityit serves at once as evalua-
tive agent and expressive tool."

We decided to meet on a weekly basis, set-
ting ourselves the challenge of designing a
senior project experience that would make
use of the best feature of the internship
projects and yet be available to any student
in the high school. When the Massachusetts
Department of Education offered a request
for proposals for district study group
grants, we saw this as the perfect opportu-
nity to intensify our work.



Rather than spending the 1995-96 school
year planning how to implement CRLS Senior
Projects in the Fall of 1996. we decided to
engage in a form of "action research"pilot-
ing CRLS Senior Projects as we continued to
design them. using what we learned to revise
and modify our plans. Perhaps the simplest
way to describe this is as a "Ready. Fire.
Aim," approach to program design.

9-velii Group Ar,-1-iv ifioc/Frocx,cc

0 nee we were assured of a study group
grant. we began the process of letting
seniors know that they could elect to

do a Senior Project during the second semes-
ter of the 1995-96 school year. We held our
first meeting with interested seniors in
mid-December. The action phase of our
study group had begun. From early January
through late May. the study group met at
least once each week. After an initial
"hunting and gathering" effort, to find
materials developed by other schools, we
began to design the materials for students,
mentors, seminar leaders and panelists. We
also used our meetings to assess how things
were going and to make necessary adjust-
ments in our plan.

The study group meetings were vital to
keeping us on track throughout the design
and evaluation process. The convener/chair
of the study group was Adria Steinberg, the
Academic Coordinator of the Rindge School
of Technical Arts. who had been one of the
conceptualizers of the RSTA internship pro-
grams. From January to June, the member-
ship of the study group included: the three
teachers who were leading Senior Project
seminars, one teachers who was serving as a
mentor, one staff member from a local non-
profit agency who was leading a Senior
Project seminar for four students doing a
group project
Language Arts
the Assistant

on immigrant rights, the
Coordinator for Cambridge.
Principal of CRLS for

Curriculum and Instruction, and the
Dramatic Arts Coordinator for Cambridge.
Cheryl Almeida. an outside consultant
attended most study group meetings as a

documentor/ evaluator.

/Ai le,c-Vone,s

1) Studer* expres interect
m waling.

We did a broad outreach to all seniors
in the high school. By early January,
we had received written expressions
of interest from 38 students.

2) Seminar 5rovpin5s are formed.

Our expectation was that all of the
students interested in doing senior
projects would be placed in a seminar
with 8-10 of their peers. This proved
to be-a,very problematic requirement,
especially since the Senior Project
seminar had not been built into the
schedule when students originally
signed up for the courses they would
take for this period. By late January
when the-second semester began; only
14 of the initial group of interested
students could find a way to fit a sem-
inar into their schedules. (8 took us
up on an offer of after-school semi-
nars in order to be part of Senior
Projects).

3. Stick- is

Our expectation was that every stu-
dent would have an adult mentor who
would meet with the student on a reg-
ular basis to help guide the student's
work. We encouraged students to
choose someone they knew with an
interest and, hopefully. expertise in
the subject area of their project. If
they did not know such a person, we
would help to match them with an
appropriate mentor. In most cases.
students did come up with their own
mentors. Several students had more
than one mentor, relying, for exam-
ple. on a teacher for ongoing support
and then occasionally meeting with
someone with special expertise. A

member of the senior project commit-
tee helped match the four students
who did a project on immigrant rights
with law students at Northeastern
University.
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proposak arc dvc.

Students brought a draft of a project
proposal with them to the first meet-
ing with their mentor and to their
first seminar meeting. Over the next
several weeks they helped one anoth-
er and received help from their men-
tors in revising these proposals.
Typed, final proposals were due
shortly thereafter.

5) 5tvdcnic carrii ovt the invirt1
and action phascs of the przjccf.

Once the proposal was approved, we
expected students to begin doing the
project with the help of their mentors
and with the help of their peers in the
seminar. (Several students ended up
not being able to join a seminar, and
did the project just with the help of
their mentors). All students knew
that in addition to whatever experi-
ential or "hands on" components their
project might have, they were expect-
ed to produce an inquiry paper, in
which they described the question or
problem with which they began, what
they learned about this issue, and
how their work connected with work
done by other people in this field.
They were also to keep a journal as
they went about doing their projects
so that, at the end, they could write a
reflection paper that would tell the
story of how they went about doing
their projects and what they learned
about themselves as learners in the
process.

6) Ina r>7 and Kcfle,c,-1-ion paper arc
due.

As students entered the final phases
of writing and revising their papers,
we asked them to think about their
work in relation to four broad cate-
gories: purpose, findings, reflection,
and communication. Specifically, we
encouraged them to be as clear as pos-
sible about their reasons for doing
the project; to identify a coherent set
of findings; to tell the story of their

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

projects and analyze what they
learned about learning; and to pre-
sent their work in a way that would
highlight its strengths and would
observe the conventions of written
and oral communication. In the sem-
inar, students shared drafts of their
papers. They also received copies of
the guidelines that went out to project
review panelists.

51vdartc cliccuss flicir work
with a pawl of advisors and clerk.

Each student presented/discussed
his/her work with a panel of interest-
ed people. Members of the panel
received the papers students had
written, along with a feedback form,
several days before the panel. Our
expectation was that the panels would
include the seminar teacher (as con-
vener), the mentor(s), and additional
subject area experts or friends or
family whom the student wanted to
invite. We tried to keep the panels to
no more than seven people. The pur-
poses of the panel were to provide a
real audience for students' work; to
give students an opportunity to
engage in conversation about their
work with adults; and to give students
feedback on the strengths of the work
as well as on aspects that needed fur-
ther development. The format for the
panel was for the student to begin
with a 15-20 minute presentation of
the work, followed by about 20 min-
utes of panel response, and finally by
a closing statement from the student.
Then panelists took an additional 5-
10 minutes to complete their assess-
ment /feedback forms.

5) 9vdcyrfc prcccni- ID an avdcnr...c
of parcn-tc, I-caciicrc, and fricndc.

On May 23, all of the students who
did Senior Projects came together to
present their projects to one another
and to invited teachers, friends, and
family. Each student took about 15
minutes to describe their project,
using audio visual aids to enhance the
presentation.
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What Wo 1,oarvioci
1. Our "Ready, Fire, Aim" approach to doing a study group had some very positive outcomes. The

pressure of having students actually engaged in doing projects made the study group very
productive and efficient. Because students, mentors, and seminar teachers were all relying
on us, we had to develop curricular materials quickly and become clear as to our intentions,
definitions, and expectations.

2. The students who had the most successful experiences doing Senior Projects shared some
characteristics, including:

- They came to the work with a passion or a mission (and were, in most cases, not simply
doing it for the 5 English credits that were being offered).

- They already had a relationship with the mentor they chose, and/or were in a program or
course that provided a context for the independent work.

3. Most students felt that they were not prepared by previous academic work to do major inde-
pendent work such as a Senior Project, and they found the experience of doing a Senior
Project to be harder than they expected it to be.

if. Most students felt the experience was extremely worthwhile and would choose it again, even
knowing how much work it was.

S. All of the students learned things they did not expect to learn. When asked to specify what
they learned from doing Senior Projects, most students brought up both the new content and
skills they acquired and their deepening understanding of themselves as learners.

6. The Senior Project curriculum and criteria we developed worked equally well for individual
and team projects.

7. The Senior Project curriculum and criteria we developed worked equally well for projects
based on student artistic expression (e.g. dance performance), for projects centering around
an academic study (e.g. research on black achievement), and for projects based on work or
volunteer experience (e.g. teaching in an elementary school classroom).
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What We (confinvocl)

B. Mentors wanted and needed additional orientation and support.

9. Students identified three qualities that are important for a mentor to have: expertise in the
content/skills called for in the project; willingness to be accessible; openness to developing
a relationship with the student.

10. Panels were most productive when at least one member of the panel was an outside person
with expertise in a domain related to the project.

11. The distinction between the inquiry paper and the reflection paper was not always clear to
students or to panel members.

17.. Students needed more help (and more time) preparing to present their work, both to the
panel and the larger exhibition audience. Most made improvements (e.g. additional audio-
visual aids) between the panel and the larger exhibition.

15. The roles of the seminar teacher and mentor overlapped somewhat, but also had distinctive
aspects. Students generally viewed the seminar teacher as the person who kept them on task,
moving along at the necessary pace, and the person to whom they looked for feedback on the
written products. They looked to the mentor for help with the research design and with some
of the content aspects of the project.

14. Seminar teachers found that they needed to be available to students outside of the seminar
time, and to be very aware of the differing levels of support and assistance needed by dif-
ferent students.

Nort- Sfffoc

1
he Senior Project study group contin-
ued to meet to complete the cycle of
evaluation and planning. By the end

of the school year they had created a series
of recommendations for expanding the
Senior Project program in 1996-97. They
also worked on documenting the 1995-96
year's projects. In addition to students'
written work, the documentation includes
video footage of one panel, and of the final
exhibition. Plans are under way to make
slides of some of the visual work produced
by students. All of these materials should
be available as exemplars for next year's
students.

At this point, the Senior Project seminar is
on the master school schedule for 1996-97.
This should help to alleviate the scheduling
difficulties experienced during 1995-96.
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Many important questions remain to be
worked out. Among these are the following:

What will be the duration of the Seminar
(and of the projects)? In 1995-96, stu-
dents were expected to do a Senior Project
in a semester. Will there also be an
option to spend most of the year doing a
project?

How will we get time with the mentors to
provide them with support and training?

How will we ensure that the seminar
teachers have a weekly time (like the
study group) to make curricular
adjustments/improvements and to share
student work?

How can we ensure that students who
need it get enough support from an adult
with whom they have a relationship?

How can we get more people with domain
expertise involved as mentors and pan-
elists?

What incentives will help students to
make the decision to participate in this
program?

If Senior Projects remain an ungraded
experience, what formats/descriptions
can we design to communicate project
design and project quality to the stu-
dents, their parents, their future
colleges or employers, the school
district?

final Tilovgjerf-c

reviously, the internship programs
taught us the value (to students) of
meeting regularly in small seminars

in which students could help one another to
develop and carry out complex multi-step
projects. Our challenge now is to provide
this type of experience and support for all
students, not just those involved in intern-
ships. In addition, we want to give all stu-
dents the opportunity to learn to work

together in a seminar setting. Toward this
end, we feel the Senior Project framework
naturally lends itself to accomplishing
these goals.

As to the usefulness of this approach in
preparing students for learning after high
school, we feel that although the emphasis in
college is still very much on individual
achievement, there is evidence that peer sup-
port can also be a very important factor in
school success. Particularly for "nontradi-
tional" students, that is, students whose

\\

backgrounds make it unusual for them to be
in college, participation in study circles is
associated with higher grades and higher
completion rates. Clearly teamwork is an
important feature, not just in high perfor-
mance work organizations, but in the academ-
ic world as well.

nology
work.
many

final point on the benefit of Senior
Projects deals with technology,
specifically, the ability to use tech-
appropriately both in school and at
In an attempt to prepare students,

schools now require a technological
proficiency "exam" to be added as a gradua-
tion requirement. Too often, this comes down
to students learning to keyboard, using old
equipment and outdated software. No matter
how hard high schools try to keep up with
advancing technologies, students are more
likely to encounter and master sophisticated
hardware, software and other new tools in the
workplace, and/or while trying to solve real
world problems (as opposed to simply trying
to pass a standard technology test). Students
engaged in Senior Projects are much more



motivated to overcome the technological
hurdles that lie in the path of their achieve-
ment of their project goals. The interest and
willingness of these students is similar to
that of internship students who must solve
technological problems in their worksites.

In an assessment of his Senior Project
experience, one student recently offered
the following list of new skills he had

acquired:

. . I'm learning new computer skills
which will be very helpful in busi-
ness. I've learned how to make a
spreadsheet and how to use that infor-
mation to find a new vendor. I learned
how to compare vendors and am more
aware of how they are selected. . . I've
also learned a lot of skills in terms of
being aware of how offices are man-
aged and learning the different jobs
that people have."

e envisioned the Senior Project as a
culminating experience of four
years of high school. It was an

opportunity for students to delve deeply
into something, to produce something of
value, and to present this work to others.
Our goals were largely realized, through a
process that combined student-centered
inquiry and research, and the development
of products) that were shared with an
authentic audience.
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